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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This case focuses on the underlying schemes perpetrated by certain employees and business associates of Bio Clinic,
for the purpose of misrepresenting the financial position of the company and its affiliates during fiscal years 1994
and 1995.  The facts of this case were taken from Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Release No. 1110 /
February 24, 1999 from the Securities and Exchange Commission.  ÒFraud and Collusion at Bio Clinic and Comfort
ClinicÓ includes discussions of 1) fictitious accounting entries and the corresponding elaborate schemes to hide
them, 2) a sham rebate arrangement with a supplier, and 3) the co-opting of an outside supplier of accounting
software into the fraudulent schemes.  In addition, the case also provides a framework to facilitate discussion of the
AICPAÕs Core Competency Framework for Entry into the Accounting Profession.  Elements of the AICPAÕs
Functional Competencies, Personal Competencies, and Broad Business Perspective Competencies are highlighted in
the case.
OVERVIEW
During fiscal years 1994 and 1995, Robert S. Barton (ÒBartonÓ) was vice-president of finance for Bio Clinic
Corporation. In order to meet predetermined earnings targets, Barton devised a scheme to report fraudulently
prepared financial statements.  Assistant Controller, Sharon Longview, and accounting manager, Christie
Rockwood, conspired with Barton to execute the scheme.  To conceal the improper entries, Barton also enticed the
manager of information systems, Vicki Kranawetter, and external computer consultant, Luther Robinson, to change
the accounting software.1  By the end of fiscal year 1995, expenses were fraudulently reduced by at least $19.6
million. Pre-tax earnings were overstated by over 16% in fiscal year 1994 and over 40% in fiscal year 1995.  In
addition, Bio Clinic violated periodic reporting, internal controls, and record keeping provisions of federal securities
laws.
Acknowledgment: The authors are grateful for the helpful comments and suggestions received from William D.
Sulaski, Partner, Sulaski & Webb, Certified Public Accountants on earlier drafts of this case.
                                                           
1The facts of ÒFraud and Collusion at Bio Clinic and Comfort ClinicÓ were taken from a public administrative
proceeding (In the Matter of SUNRISE MEDICAL INC.) of the SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COMMISSION under the SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934, Release No. 41096 / February 24, 1999;
ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING ENFORCEMENT Release No. 1110 / February 24, 1999;
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING File No. 3-9833 (available at http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/34-
41096.htm).  It should be noted, however, that some of the facts and circumstances were modified in order to better
illustrate the importance of the underlying principles of internal control, as well as the external auditorÕs role in
uncovering fraudulent schemes.
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THE COMPANIES
•  Bio Clinic is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sunrise Medical.  The company designed, manufactured, and
marketed pressure management devices (disposable foam mattress overlays and inflatable air beds) for
institutional and retail customers.
• Comfort Clinic, a division of Bio Clinic, designed, manufactured, and marketed mattress pads and pillows for
retail customers.
THE PLAYERS
• Robert S. Barton, 41, was a Certified Public Accountant and the vice-president of finance of Bio Clinic from
September 1989 to December 1995, and the vice-president of operations of Comfort Clinic from March 1995 to
December 1995.
•  Sharon Longview, 36, was the assistant controller of Bio Clinic from September 1989 to January 1994, and
controller from January 1994 to December 1995.
• Christie Rockwood, 48, was the accounting manager of Bio Clinic from 1986 to December 1995.
•  Vicki Kranawetter, 34, was the manager of information systems of Bio Clinic from May 1994 to December
1995.
•  Luther Dale Robinson, 51, is the owner of Universal Information Systems, which provided and supported
accounting software to Bio Clinic during 1994 and 1995.
PRECIPITATING FACTORS
Based on an annual profit plan, the senior management of Sunrise Medical established an annual earnings bonus
target for each of its divisions. The process required each division to submit a proposed annual profit plan with
expense and earnings projections. Corporate and division management agreed upon the proposed profit plan, making
it the basis for annual bonus targets. Annual awards under the bonus program were made to division management
(including Barton, Longview, Rockwood, and Kranawetter) when the division’s earnings exceeded the prior year’s
earnings.  Payouts increased when the division met or exceeded its goals.  Bio Clinic reported its consolidated
financial results with those of Comfort Clinic on a monthly basis.  These reports were used to calculate financial
results, prepare periodic reports to the Securities and Exchange Commission, and for public earnings
announcements.
In fiscal year 1993, Bio Clinic began to experience greater competition, causing the profit margins on former
products to drop substantially. Bio Clinic began to manufacture computer-controlled, inflatable airbeds that were
rented or sold to healthcare institutions. In fiscal year 1994, to stimulate sales Bio Clinic started reducing its daily
rental rates on the air products at the same time that it was cutting prices on its foam retail business. Consequently,
margins decreased and Bio Clinic had problems meeting its profit plan goals, even though sales grew rapidly during
the period (from $76 million in fiscal year 1993 to $124 million in fiscal year 1995, as restated).
MAINTAINING THE ILLUSION
Beginning in fiscal year 1994, Barton instructed Longview or Rockwood to reclassify a variety of expenses (period
costs associated with manufacturing foam products and airbeds) as assets. There was no justification for recording
the expenses in that manner. The reduction in expenses enabled Bio Clinic to meet its earnings targets despite the
financial problems.  During fiscal year 1995, Barton, Longview, and Rockwood continued to record expenses as
assets.  Barton sometimes decided which expense accounts to decrease and/or which asset accounts to increase. At
other times, Barton told Longview to reduce a specific category of expenses by a certain amount. In time, Barton
and Longview told Rockwood which expenses to transfer to asset accounts, and Rockwood recorded the adjustments
in Bio ClinicÕs books and records. Sometimes falsely recorded amounts were moved from one asset account to
another if it was feared that the amounts would draw attention.
In March 1995, Barton was promoted to vice-president of operations for Comfort Clinic and began spending
most of his time at a Comfort Clinic facility.  However, he remained (in an acting capacity) as vice-president of
finance for Bio Clinic and, at his instructions, Longview and Rockwood continued to record expenses as assets.
Near the end of fiscal year 1994, Barton, Longview, and Rockwood aggregated the improperly recorded expenses
into two asset accounts: Accounts Receivable and Property and Equipment. This resulted in discrepancies between
the general ledger and the corresponding subsidiary ledgers, which are described further in the following paragraphs.
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To avoid detection, Barton, Longview, and Rockwood increased the total on the last page of the Accounts
Receivable subsidiary ledger so that it appeared to reconcile with the general ledger.  Therefore, the total reflected
on the subsidiary ledger was greater than the sum of the detailed accounts listed in the subsidiary ledger. The
manager of Bio Clinic’s information systems, Kranawetter, made alterations to Bio Clinic’s accounting software to
accommodate the fraudulent changes.
In an attempt to hide the Property and Equipment discrepancy, Barton, Longview and Rockwood made line-
item entries on the Property and Equipment subsidiary ledger so that it appeared to reconcile to the general ledger.
For example, they capitalized unfavorable manufacturing cost variances (the difference between actual and
predicted manufacturing costs) regardless of whether those costs related to the products that Bio Clinic sold (costs
that should have been expensed) or to those products that Bio Clinic rented to customers (costs they could properly
capitalize).  In this manner the trio accumulated over $2 million of unfavorable manufacturing cost variances into a
line item labeled ÒOverhead AÓ under rental assets on the property and equipment subsidiary ledger. In its
restatement, Bio Clinic determined that Barton, Longview and Rockwood had unjustifiably capitalized $1.7 million
of the $2 million recorded as ÒOverhead A.Ó  In addition, they capitalized $600,000 of expenses as nonexistent
machinery and equipment.
It should be noted that Barton, Longview and Rockwood asked Kranawetter to suppress line-item printing of
the items that represented the fictitious Property and Equipment.  Accordingly, the total of the subsidiary ledger did
not accurately reflect the sum of the detail that was printed.
DECEIVING THE AUDITORS
Sunrise MedicalÕs internal auditors, who were performing work to assist the external auditors in the annual audit,
received copies of Bio ClinicÕs altered subsidiary ledgers for Accounts Receivable and Property and Equipment. As
part of routine audit procedures, the internal auditor manually added the line-item amounts in the ledgers and
discovered the discrepancies between the mathematical totals of the line-items and the totals listed in the subsidiary
ledger.  When the amounts were questioned, the auditor was told that Bio Clinic was in the process of changing
software and that the ledgers had come from an Òincomplete test batch of data.Ó To provide the internal auditor with
an ÒaccurateÓ copy of the Property and Equipment subsidiary ledger, Rockwood asked Robinson to undo the
suppression of the fictitious assets on the subsidiary ledger. Then, at Longview’s suggestion, Rockwood changed the
name of the largest fictitious asset account from ÒOverhead AÓ to ÒSoft Goods.Ó2 They also broke up another
fictitious asset account into smaller amounts, hoping the internal auditor would not test them. Rockwood gave the
internal auditor a copy of the altered Property and Equipment subsidiary ledger.
The Accounts Receivable subsidiary ledger posed an additional problem. A fictitious customer account
contained approximately $8.8 million of improper expenses that bore the name ÒMiscellaneous.Ó  Accordingly,
Barton, Longview and Rockwood decided to replace it with fictitious receivables represented by invoices that Bio
Clinic customers had already paid.
Rockwood and Longview asked Robinson to perform necessary programming to include paid invoices in the
ledger where they would appear as if they were open receivables. In addition, Barton and Longview transferred
accounts receivable from older to more recent aging classifications to create the appearance that the receivables
were not as old as they actually were, thus reducing the possibility that the false receivables would attract attention
during the external audit.  Consequently, Longview gave yet another falsified subsidiary ledger to the internal
auditor.
The falsified ledger posed another problem because it included invoices that had already been paid, as
previously noted.  In accordance with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS), the audit procedures planned
by the external auditor included the confirmation of a sample of Account Receivables with Bio Clinic’s customers.
Therefore, a customer who had already paid an invoice would most likely not confirm the account receivable.
The rush surrounding the auditÕs completion led a person on the internal audit team, who was assisting the external
auditors, to allow Longview and another employee to fax the requests for confirmation to the audit sample of
customers.  However, instead of confirmation requests, Longview and her employee inserted blank pages into the
fax machine; the resulting facsimile transmission reports printed by the fax machine were attached to the real
confirmation requests.  The falsified documents were shown to the auditors as proof that the confirmation requests
had been faxed.  By the end of fiscal year 1994, Barton, Longview, and Rockwood had overstated Bio Clinic’s
Accounts Receivable and Property and Equipment by at least $3.5 million and $2.3 million, respectively.  By the
end of fiscal year 1995, the total overstatement of Accounts Receivable and Property and Equipment (due to the
improperly transferred expenses) had reached $8.8 million and $4.9 million, respectively.
                                                           
2 Barton had previously given the internal auditors a rationale for capitalizing costs arising out of the manufacturing
of Òsoft goodsÓ and felt it less likely that they would test an account with that name.
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In an effort to conceal the fraudulently recorded inventory, Barton, Longview, and Rockwood also created a
false inventory report for Comfort Clinic, listing inventory that did not exist. Rockwood only overstated the
recorded inventory amounts for Comfort Clinic locations at which the auditors had not observed physical inventory
counts. As a result, inventory and pre-tax earnings were overstated by $4.9 million for fiscal year 1995.
Another attempt to artificially inflate earnings occurred when Barton created a sham rebate with one of Comfort
ClinicÕs suppliers.   To ensure that Bio Clinic met its fiscal year 1995 earnings targets, Barton contacted the supplier
to obtain a rebate of $1 million for purchases they had already made. The supplier was willing to provide a rebate on
past purchases if Comfort Clinic accepted a price increase on future purchases to offset the rebate. Barton agreed to
this and wrote a letter to the supplier outlining the conditions of their agreement.  Since this side agreement was kept
secret, the rebate appeared to be legitimate, and Barton recorded the rebate as a decrease in expenses for fiscal year
1995.  The end result was to understate Accounts Payable and expenses by almost $1 million.
It should also be noted that Barton exercised Bio ClinicÕs stock options and sold the underlying stock while in
possession of the material, nonpublic information that Bio ClinicÕs earnings were fraudulently overstated.
EPILOG
Discovery of Discrepancies
An internal auditor for Sunrise Medical, the parent company, performed audit procedures at Bio Clinic in
connection with the fiscal year 1995 external audit of Sunrise Medical.  The internal auditor discovered
discrepancies between the total of line items and the subsidiary ledgers in Accounts Receivable and Property and
Equipment.  In response to the request for an explanation, Barton and Kranawetter told the internal auditor that Bio
Clinic was changing accounting software and that the ledgers had come from an incomplete test batch of data. To
produce subsidiary ledgers that would agree with the accounts, the suppression of the fictitious asset accounts was
undone and the accounts renamed (to avoid suspicion). Further tests on Accounts Receivable by the external
auditors included confirmations of a sample of Bio ClinicÕs customers.  Initially, an internal auditor allowed
Longview and another employee to fax confirmation requests to the sample of customers and blank pages were
inserted into the fax machine.  The fraudulent scheme started to unravel when an external auditor subsequently sent
Òsecond requestÓ confirmations that were returned with exceptions noted by the customers.3
RESULTS
The fraud had the following effect on Bio- ClinicÕs pre-tax earnings (in millions):
                                                                                                               FY 1994                             FY 1995
Reported Pre-Tax Earnings $ 42.6 $ 51.9
Restated Pre-Tax Earnings $ 36.2 $ 33.9
Effects of fraudulent transactions:
Overstatement of Accounts Receivable $ 3.5 $ 5.3
Overstatement of Property and Equipment $ 2.3 $ 2.6
Overstatement of Inventory - $ 4.9
Understatement of Accounts Payable - $ 1.0
_______ _______
Overstatement of Pre-Tax Earnings $      5.8 $     13.8
                                                           
3 This statement is only conjecture, and is not included in the administrative proceedings of the Securities and
Exchange Commission.
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ACTION ACCESSORIES
AN INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING/FINANCE CASE STUDY
C. William (Bill) Thomas, J. E. Bush Professor of Accounting
Baylor University, Waco, Texas
J. William (Bill) Petty, Professor of Finance and W.W. Caruth Chair of Entrepreneurship
Baylor University, Waco, Texas
Phillip C. Endsley, Manager, Assurance Advisory Services
Deloitte & Touche, LLP, Dallas, Texas
PART 1: BEGINNINGS
As the 777 bound for Hong Kong heads through the clouds over the Pacific and breaks into the bright sunlight at
35,000 feet, 28-year old Evan Russo is ecstatic as he thinks back over the recent weeks.  Evan recently sold his share
of a medical technology company for $2.5 million after taxes.  A college dropout after his junior year, he had landed
a job with the company five years ago as marketing director.  He had agreed to take his annual bonuses in the form
of company stock, a move that eventually resulted in ownership of 5 percent of the company.  Six months ago, when
a large pharmaceutical company acquired EvanÕs employer, he had exchanged his shares for those of the larger
company and sold them in a bull market.  For the first time in his life, he feels rich.
The son of Italian emigrant parents who own a family restaurant in Houston, Evan is a born entrepreneur.  With
his newfound liquidity, he has decided to start a new venture to market high quality fashion accessories.  He has
discovered that many of these products are manufactured in Asia, so he has decided to make a trip to Hong Kong to
scope out manufacturers and investigate relationships with potential suppliers.  He has been talking with his older
sister Nicki, a veteran marketing representative with a large fashion accessories company whose customers include
very large national department store chains such as MacyÕs, DillardÕs, and Dayton Hudson, as well as HarrodÕs
Department Store in London.  Now in her early 30Õs and earning a six-figure salary, Nicki has confided in Evan that,
for the right opportunity, she might leave her lucrative position to start a marketing business with him.  Nicki has
saved about $250,000 in cash, which she has agreed to pool with about $500,000 of EvanÕs to form the company.
They decide to name the company Action Accessories, to capitalize on the high fashion concept, drawing ideas on
packaging and product design from exciting pastimes such as biking, motorcross, skiing and other high profile
action sports.
Business Strategy for the Early Years
Nicki and Evan had had dinner together in San Francisco to discuss business strategy the night before Evan left for
Asia.  ÒBrand name, paying attention to changing consumer lifestyles and quality is everything in the fashion
merchandising business,Ó Nicki had told Evan.  ÒWe have to establish an image of value by providing quality
merchandise that is absolutely up-to-the-minute in terms of trends at a reasonable price.Ó  The two had agreed that
selection of the initial product was critical to the future success of the company.
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On the flight to Hong Kong, Evan is unable to sleep.  When he arrives, he is still on an adrenaline high.  A
business contact of NickiÕs in London has agreed to introduce Evan to Mark and Judy Chen, whose company has
become very successful in manufacturing and distributing fashion accessories (sunglasses, watches, and costume
jewelry) in Hong Kong and mainland China.  They have not yet been able to penetrate the United States market,
however, and are eager to discuss the possibilities with persons knowledgeable in the field.  In addition, there are
other manufacturing companies in Hong Kong that the ChenÕs have scheduled Evan to meet during his visit.
As Evan thinks about his upcoming meeting with the ChenÕs, he takes his recently purchased Oakley E-Wire
2.0 sunglasses out of their brushed metal case and begins to turn them in his hand.  He is taken by their look and feel
of high fashion and quality.  ÒCool sunglasses, but they are pricey,Ó Evan thinks.  ÒI would never have paid $150 for
these if I hadnÕt been wealthy.  I wish I could copy that concept and adapt it for the broader consumer market, with a
similar look but a lower price.Ó
Evan spends the afternoon of the first day in Hong Kong trying to gather his thoughts.  He has performed some
preliminary research on the sunglass industry.  During the 1970Õs, the major players in the industry were Foster
Grant, as well as a joint venture between Polaroid and American Optical.  Polaroid entered the industry early and at
their peak achieved $50 million in annual sales, representing the largest company in the history of the industry until
that time.  Eventually, however, Polaroid and American Optical dissolved their joint venture and sold their inventory
to Bonneau Company from Dallas, Texas.  Ed Bonneau, an innovative entreprenuer, started his company in the mid-
1970Õs and is now getting big in the sunglasses business.  He will be a formidable competitor.
The Oakley Company was also founded in mid-1970Õs, but with a distinctly different concept.  It started with a
single idea.  A self-styled Òmad scientistÓ named Jim Jannard created a unique motocross handgrip with an orbicular
design, engineered to fit a competitor’s closed hand. It was an instant success.  Jannard adapted the design into a pair
of racy looking sunglasses, and his Oakley brand soon became known for conveying a raging distaste for mediocrity
and a fierce devotion to innovation.  According to its annual report, the company has now expanded the Oakley
brand into watches, footwear, and other fashion products.  The marketing concept for Oakley, however, is different
from that of the Bonneau Company.  They target high priced specialty shops as retail outlets, rather than mass
marketing through department stores.
Evan believes that striking a balance between the racy styling of Oakley and the marketing concept of Bonneau
Company might be an interesting marketing strategy.  ÒYes,Ó Evan muses.  ÒCool, racy and reasonable sunglasses
might be just the product for our initial venture!Ó
In the wee hours of the morning, Evan takes out his laptop computer and, using the notes from his preliminary
meeting with Nicki, writes the following summary of Action AccessoriesÕ proposed business strategy:
• Brand development.  We desire the ACTION ACCESSORIES brand name and image to reflect a theme
of fun, fashion and humor.
•  Product value.  We desire that our products provide quality and a wide array of features at
moderate prices.
•  Fashion Orientation.  Action Accessories will stay abreast of emerging lifestyle and fashion trends
affecting accessories, and will respond to those trends by making adjustments in its product lines as
frequently as five times each year.
•  Innovative Product Design.  Action Accessories will differentiate its products from those of its
competitors through innovations in fashion details, including variations in lens material, frames, cases
and colors.
•  Expansion of Product Offerings.  Over time, Action Accessories will adopt and implement a plan to
expand the scope of its product offerings to new categories of fashion accessories, including sport goggles,
eyeglass frames, watches, belts, wallets, purses, footwear and clothing.
•  Active management of retail sales.  The company will manage the retail sales process by carefully
monitoring its customersÕ sales and inventories by product category and style and assisting in the
conception, development and implementation of their marketing programs.  As a result, the company will
forge close relationships with principal customers.  In turn, those relationships will allow company
management to influence the mix, quantity and timing of the purchasing decisions of principal customers.
•  Close relationships with manufacturing sources.  The company will establish and maintain close
relationships with a number of sunglass manufacturers in Hong Kong.  Those relationships will allow the
company to quickly and efficiently introduce innovative product designs and alter production in response
to the retail performance of its products.
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•  Coordinated product promotion.  The company will coordinate product design, packaging and
advertising functions in order to communicate in a cohesive manner to its target markets the themes and
images that it associates with its products.
•  Centralized distribution.  Substantially all of the companyÕs products will be distributed from its
warehousing and distribution center located in Houston, Texas.  As a result, the company will reduce
inventory risk and increase flexibility in meeting delivery requirements of customers.  Therefore the
company will enjoy cost advantages and higher profit margins than competitors.
The Meeting of the Minds
At ten o’clock the following morning, Evan meets Mark and Judy Chen in their corporate offices located within a
sleek, modern plant in a manufacturing section of the city.  Evan expresses his desire to control design as well as
distribution of products from Action AccessoriesÕ main headquarters in Houston.  However, he explains that Action
would like to outsource production to various manufacturers in Asia and to treat them as independent contractors.
This would allow Action to achieve production flexibility while avoiding the significant capital expenditures,
inventory buildup and labor costs that are common in manufacturing.  The ChenÕs would form a new company
called Action Accessories East (AAE) in Hong Kong to oversee manufacturing operations by the independent
contractor companies.  Although unrelated by ownership to Action Accessories, AAE would act as ActionÕs
exclusive agent in Hong Kong.  In that capacity, in exchange for a commission based on a percentage of gross sales,
AAE would be responsible for overseeing production of samples of new products, placing orders with factories
located in Hong Kong and China, monitoring manufacturing operations on a daily basis, inspecting finished goods
and coordinating shipment of those goods to the United States.  AAE would establish and maintain close
relationships with a number of supplier companies, to keep the pipeline of raw materials flowing at a steady pace
and to avoid bottlenecks in production.  Evan explains that he and Nicki, through Action Accessories, would sell
product in the United States and Europe through a network of independent commission sales representatives, some
of which would have exclusive rights to market and resell its products within a defined territory.  Since the sales
reps would be independent and commissioned, this would keep operating costs relatively low during companyÕs
early years.  If successful, the plan would become the model for expansion into other foreign markets in the future,
with products manufactured in countries like Uruguay, Brazil, Mexico, and Italy.  The Chen’s agree in principle to
the terms of EvanÕs proposal.
Evan explains his concept of reasonably priced copies of Oakley sunglasses to the Chen’s.  They like the idea,
and Judy mentions that the concept fits their business model well.  They have been in the business of manufacturing
fashion accessories for 15 years, and have been successful at copying the looks of more expensive products in a
variety of product lines.    Judy shows Evan some of their company’s latest sunglass designs, which are Òknock offsÓ
of Ray Ban as well as Foster Grant products.  To Evan, they appear disappointingly inexpensive - not exactly what
he has in mind.  However, when Evan sees the strong sales figures for these products and the 43 percent gross profit
margin, he becomes more interested.  The Chen’s agree that, if Action Accessories will market their existing
sunglasses in the United States while they simultaneously work on their own more upscale designs, AAE will offer
Action Accessories very favorable extended credit terms, thus minimizing the need to raise short term working
capital through bank debt.  This seems like a good interim plan to Evan.  He feels that Nicki and he can work with
the Chen’s and their manufacturing contacts over time to develop a higher quality look and feel for the merchandise
that will be appealing to American and European tastes.  Mark tells Evan that, if he can get Nicki to agree on the
plan, they can start shipping sunglasses to Houston within 120 days.
In the course of the conversation, Mark mentions that, although their company has remained quite profitable
during the past several years, the economic picture in Hong Kong has become somewhat clouded by its new
relationship with mainland China.  He reminds Evan that, in 1997, the PeopleÕs Republic of China resumed
sovereignty over Hong Kong in accordance with the Sino-British Joint Declaration of 1984.  Although the Joint
Declaration established a framework for the continuation of existing economic and social systems in Hong Kong
after 1997, there has been some uncertainty as to the manner in which the framework will ultimately be
implemented.  So far, everything has gone according to plan and there have been no disruptions in the companyÕs
business.  The prospects for a market for Chinese-manufactured sports-related products has been significantly
enhanced by the announcement that the 2008 Olympic Games will be held in Beijing.  More importantly, China is
likely to become a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2002.  As a member of the WTO, China,
like other developing-country textile and apparel producers, will benefit by 2004 from the phase-out and elimination
of quotas that historically have restricted international trade in these products.
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Since China is a lower-cost producer than many other current suppliers of apparel, including fashion
accessories, to the United States, it almost certainly will displace at least some apparel exports from other countries
as the restrictions are phased out. While total apparel imports into the United States may not rise significantly, the
share originating in China almost certainly will. The result is that total U.S. imports from China will rise further as
the restrictions on textile and apparel trade are liberalized.  China’s share of that market is expected to rise from 19%
to 47% between 1995 and 2005.
These events should provide a great boost to ActionÕs business at seemingly just the right time.  However,
periodic skirmishes between Chinese and U.S. military, as well as human rights abuses in China have at times
produced a strain on diplomatic relations between the two countries.  The worst-case scenario is that such incidents
might eventually affect ChinaÕs Òpermanent normal trade relationsÓ (Òmost favored nationsÓ) status for trade
purposes.  If the companyÕs manufacturing sources in Hong Kong or mainland China were disrupted for any reason,
alternative manufacturing sources would have to be located.  Mark states his belief that the company could identify
and establish relationships with alternative sources located in Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan or Thailand.  However,
disruption of business in Hong Kong and relocation of manufacturing facilities to other countries would undoubtedly
have an adverse impact on profits.
Over the next few days, Mark and Judy take Evan on a whirlwind tour of the lens and frame manufacturing
plants in Hong Kong that will form the base of AAEÕs operations.  Evan realizes that these plants are not presently
producing the quality of products that he ultimately desires.  However, management of these plants seems very
receptive to his suggestions to redesign production processes and components in order improve the look and feel of
the merchandise.  Evan also learns that AAE has no long-term contracts with its manufacturing sources.  Therefore,
they will have to compete for production facilities with other companies.  The long-term success of Action
Accessories will ultimately depend on AAE’s (the Chen’s) ability to establish and maintain close relationships with
manufacturers and to develop relationships with new sources over time.  In China, such relationships (called
"guanxi") are essential hedges against potential economic and political risk  Evan feels that will be a challenge, but
in spite of the risks, he agrees with the ChenÕs that the proposed sunglass venture
looks promising.
On the day of his departure, the ChenÕs drive Evan back to the airport.  As he says goodbye, Evan promises to
communicate more details about the arrangement within a few weeks after returning to the United States.
Back in the States
ÒWelcome back!  Do you have any money left?Ó  Nikki kids Evan as he exits the jetway in Houston.
ÒOh, yes, and there are prospects for a lot more!  I think weÕre onto something big!Ó Evan assures her.
ÒI canÕt wait to tell you about it.Ó
On the way home from the airport, Evan shares with Nicki about the upbeat meeting with Mark and Judy, as well as
their tour of the other facilities.  Evan explains that, while there are risks, he feels the timing is right for the new
venture.
ÒLetÕs get started tonight.  I’ll fax the Chen’s a letter and a contract agreeing to market their products until we
can develop our own designs.  You start calling some of your friends in the design business, and letÕs get those
creative juices flowing!Ó Evan exclaims.
ÒNot quite yet, Evan,Ó cautions Nicki.  Before I quit my job and we start spending our hard-earned cash, I need
to talk to some of my contacts with department stores to determine how receptive they will be to our products and
under what terms.  In addition, weÕd better toss some numbers around.  I wish IÕd paid more attention in my
accounting class.Ó
ÒI know what you mean, sister!Ó laments Evan.  ÒAt least you made a C.  LetÕs call my old college buddy, Brad
Owens.  HeÕs a CPA, has just recently resigned after 5 years with a big firm, and is between jobs.Ó
ÒGood idea,Ó agrees Nicki.
The Start of Something Big
The next morning, Evan calls Brad Owens, CPA, his former roommate. Evan excitedly shares his dream with Brad,
describes the trip to Hong Kong and the events of the past few days.  Evan asks Brad to meet with him and Nicki
next week to review Action AccessoriesÕ business plan, budget and cash flow projections, as well as to discuss the
opportunity to join the venture as chief financial officer and part owner of the company.   Although Brad is
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considering a job with an investment banking firm, he reluctantly agrees to meet with his friend next Tuesday for
lunch to discuss his potential role as the chief financial officer of the new venture.
Nicki spends the remainder of the week in meetings with her contacts, the marketing vice presidents of
DillardÕs, MacyÕs and Dayton-Hudson to discuss the conditions under which they might agree to handle Action
AccessoriesÕ sunglasses.  Over the course of several conversations, she finds that, in order to commit shelf space
in all stores in a chain, each company will require the following inducements from Action Accessories:
1. Eye-catching packaging for each of its products;
2. Totally self-contained displays, built, designed and paid for by Action Accessories;
3 .  Shared promotional costs with the stores (otherwise known as co-op advertising) in which Action
Accessories would agree to reimburse the department store chain for a share its advertising costs for
their products; and
4. An agreement to repurchase unsold merchandise from the department store chain at the end of a particular
season and to re-stock displays with new and up-to-the-minute fashion merchandise.
The next Tuesday, lunch turns into a four hour session, and by the time they finish, Evan, Nicki and Brad have
finalized the outline of the business plan for Action Accessories.  Nicki will sell the merchandising concept to
marketing directors of the major department stores and get commitments from them to start operations by the end of
the year.  She will also oversee the creative process for product design, packaging, and store displays.  Evan will act
as liaison with the ChenÕs and their manufacturing connections in Hong Kong.  To get the business started, Action
Accessories will initially have to accept the ChenÕs relatively inexpensive looking products.  However, as NickiÕs
creative people come up with new designs and packaging, Evan will work with the ChenÕs and their manufacturing
connections to improve the look and feel of the products, thus developing the companyÕs quality brand image as
soon as possible.  Brad will handle the financial end of the business, being responsible for all accounting and
taxation functions, as well as credit and financing arrangements.   It is risky, but if the venture works, they agree that
the long-term prospects look very favorable.  By the end of the afternoon, Evan and Nicki can tell that Brad has
overcome his initial skepticism and has become excited about the future of the new venture.
Table 1 shows pro-forma income statements for the company for the first five years.  Action’s plan is to work
with the manufacturers, adding improvements that cost a few cents each but allowing a significant increase in selling
prices (about $2 per unit each year).  They hope to improve their revenue and gross margin percentages over the five
years to the amounts reflected in the table, while holding down operating expenses.  They project that Action
Accessories will turn a small profit by the end of year 2, and that profits will grow dramatically by the end of year 5.
The following week, Evan visits Bank of America and opens a new account in the name of Action Accessories.
He deposits his personal check for $500,000 and NickiÕs check for $250,000.  Brad will eventually become part
owner of the business, but they decide not to require an initial cash contribution from him.  Afterward, Evan visits
an office supply store and purchases a copy of a popular accounting software package off the shelf that Brad has
asked him to buy.  He also purchases a desktop computer and three laptop computers, as well as office supplies.
In the meantime, Nicki signs a lease on a warehouse in the western part of Houston.  She then calls her
employer and resigns.
ÒThis is it,Ó she muses, choking down the lump in her throat.  ÒThis is where a new chapter in my life begins.Ó




Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Sales growth factor 2.375 2 1.5 1.5
Sales 2,000 4,750 9,500 14,250 21,375
Cost of Goods sold 1,100 2,612 4,560 5,700 8,550
Gross profit 900 2,138 4,940 8,550 12,825
Gross profit  % 45% 45% 52% 60% 60%
Operating expenses 1,040 1,925 2,975 4,262 6,144
Operating expense  % 52% 41% 31% 30% 29%
Operating income (140) 213 1,965 4,288 6,681
Operating income  % -7% 4% 21% 30% 31%
Interest expense (50) (70) (150) (350) (500)
Equity interest
Other income
Net income before tax (190) 143 1,815 3,938 6,181
Questions:
1. What business risks does Action Accessories face?
2 .  How does the company’s marketing strategy affect its accounting practices?  Should accountants be
concerned about this?  Why or why not?
3. Evaluate Action AccessoriesÕ business plan and strategy.  What are its strengths?  What opportunities does
it have?  What weaknesses?  What are the major threats that appear to face the company?
4. What are the major financial accounting issues the company will face in its early years?
5. What management accounting issues do you see in this case?  What management accounting tools should
the company adopt to be able to better evaluate their performance as well as that of their customers over the
next three years?
6. What role is information technology likely to play in the future of Action Accessories?  What technology
issues do they need to address immediately?  Eventually?
7. Suppose you are an accountant in public practice, and Action Accessories approaches you as a prospective
client.  Write a proposal letter that outlines the various services your firm provides that might add value to
their business?
8. What type of business entity would you suggest Action Accessories choose for tax purposes?  Give reasons
for your answer.
9. Action Accessories intends from the outset to be a global, rather than a purely domestic business.  How, if
at all, does that fact influence your answer to questions 1-8?
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Part 2.  Financing Growth
Sitting in his office, Evan Russo is reflecting back on the past six years since founding Action Accessories.  It has
been a whirlwind experience to say the least.  While deep in thought, his sister, Nicki, who has been his Òpartner in
crimeÓ in growing the company from its inception, unexpectedly interrupts him.  Growing a business has not been
without uncertainty and stress at times, even in their relationship; but they have for the most part been able to
accomplish one of their stated goals.  Early on, they committed to keeping the perspective that their relationship was
more important than the differences in opinions that would undoubtedly arise on how to run the business.
ÒHey, little brother,Ó Nicki chided, ÒYouÕre not making us any money sitting there doing nothing.Ó  ÒWell,
someoneÕs got to provide the vision for the company.  You tend to forget what we learned in the Steven Covey
seminar about Ôbeginning with the end in mind,ÕÓ Evan retorted, then winked.  ÒWell, somebody has to make things
happen, Mr. Visionary.  And speaking of making things happen, how are we doing at getting the new information
system in place and where do we stand on acquiring Action Accessories East?Ó Nicki inquired with an increasing
tone of seriousness.
Since its beginning, the company had been in a high growth posture.  The Russos, along with Brad Owens, the
firmÕs CFO had projected significant growth, but even their expectations had been far exceeded over time.  While it
had taken a year longer for the firm to become profitable than forecast, the growth in sales for the past three years
had been nothing less than phenomenal.  By the fifth year of operations, the firm had over $31 million in sales,
compared to $21 million in their original business plan projections.  Even more significant, in the most recent year,
sales increased to $55 millionÑsomething no one would have ever expected.  (These results are reflected in the
firmÕs financial statements, as presented in Table 1BÑnumbers are in thousands.)
NickiÕs question targeted two issues that were of concern to the firmÕs management.  While Nicki was primarily
focused on the firmÕs marketing and promotion efforts, she considered these two matters to be affecting her ability
to compete effectively in the sunglass market.  Everyone agreed that these two topics were important to the firmÕs
future.
On the first issue, the firmÕs accounting system had become totally inadequate for a company the size and
complexity of Action Accessories.  For one thing, management wanted to move from standard costing to
determining the actual cost of a product.  Also, in the first few years of operations, the manufacturing and
assembling of the sunglasses were performed entirely by Action Accessories East, their agent located in Hong Kong.
When the sunglasses were imported to the U.S., they were placed in the warehouse ready for distribution.  For the
past two years, additional features were often times being added when the sunglasses reached the U.S., along with
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With the advice of their accounting firm, Evan and Brad had selected a new software system and were currently
overseeing its implementation.  As a result, the entire accounting system had been in a state of flux.  But both men
felt they were nearing the end of the change over and would soon have everything fully operational.
On the second matter, Nicki had for some time argued for the acquisition of Action Accessories East (AAE).
Mark and Judy Chen had founded AAE as a way for Action Accessories to cultivate and maintain relationships with
manufacturers in Asia.  Nicki, along with Evan, wanted more ability to influence the decisions made in the
manufacturing of their products in Asia.  The success of Action Accessories was too dependent on these
relationships to leave it in the hands of independent parties.  This arrangement had bothered Evan from the very
beginning, but he felt there was no other option at that time.  Today Action Accessories is in a position to negotiate
the purchase of AAE.
Evan had been in several meetings with the Chens to determine their interest in selling.  To date, the Chens had
been willing to talk about the prospects of a sale; provided they could continue in the management of the business.
Such an arrangement was not a problem for the Russos.  In fact, they preferred that the Chens continue managing
the Asian operations.  But the Russos wanted to set strategy and have a greater involvement in the relations with
manufactures.  Moreover, both parties considered a $1 million price for the business to be reasonable.  But the
Chens would also receive an additional $500,000 in consideration for a non-competition agreement.  The Chens
would want to receive the entire amount in cash, unless Action Accessories stock became publicly traded.  Then
they would accept $500,000 in cash and the remainder in stock worth $1 million based on the price of the stock at
the time of the sale.
The next step was for Evan to develop a term sheet for everyone to sign, and then to begin the due diligence
process before closing the sale.  Nicki felt that Evan needed to get the deal closed before something went awry.
However, Evan was more concerned about how the deal would be financed.  For the past several years, financing
the firmÕs activities had been more problematic than the activities themselves.
Financing the CompanyÕs Growth
For the past several years, Action AccessoriesÕ management had experienced considerable difficulty in financing the




As a privately held company, the firm had been unable to acquire any long-term debt, except for loans made by the
firmÕs shareholders.  Most recently, the firm had paid off its notes to the shareholders, but only by borrowing on a
short-term basis from the bank.  Evan did not consider this arrangement something they could live with long term.
Specifically, it had reduced the firmÕs liquidity position to the point of possibly violating loan covenants with the
bank.  Furthermore, during the last year, almost $1 million had been committed to capital investments, largely
related to the companyÕs investment in improved information technology.  The only salvation had been the firmÕs
increased profitability that helped to finance the growth.  But even that had been offset by the necessary dividend
payments to the firmÕs shareholders so they would have the cash to pay taxes.  (Action Accessories is a Subchapter
S Corporation, where taxes are paid by the companyÕs shareholders, rather than by the firm itself.)  All told,
management was growing weary of the firmÕs increasingly tight cash flow position due to a shortage of long-term
capital.  Given that management anticipated that the firmÕs sales and earnings would grow at least 20 percent
annually for the next five years, they felt something had to be done.
To address the financing concern, Evan and Brad were considering two options:  (1) raise capital from a private
equity group that provided equity capital for privately held firm, such as Action Accessories, or (2) issue stock to the
public.
Private Equity Financing
To raise additional capital, the Russos and Brad had met with a private equity investor, whose group had an interest
in providing equity for the company in the amount of $10 million.  The financing would be structured as convertible
preferred stock, with an annual dividend rate of 8 percent.  The conversion privilege would allow the investor to
convert the preferred stock into 25 percent of the outstanding common stock.  The investor would require that 10
percent of the stock be set aside to be used as incentive performance for the firmÕs employees.  The ownership
structure would change as follows:
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Percentage Ownership
Before Investor          After Investor
Evan Russo 55.00% 35.75%
Nicki Russo 25.00% 16.25%
Brad Owens 20.00% 13.00%
Incentive shares                                                         10.00%
   Totals 100.0% 100.00%
The investor would also require that the financing be used only to fund the firmÕs growth; that the investor would
have the first option on future share offerings, and that the investor could name two individuals to the firmÕs seven-
person board of directors.  The investor also insisted on knowing how they could expect to cash out of the
investment, such as a company sale or taking the company public.  As the investor commented, ÒItÕs easy to get cash
into an investment, but terribly hard to get it out.  Our goal is to be out of the investment in about five years.  In
estimating our cash-out value, we assume that the firm can be sold for five times earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) less any interest-bearing debt at the time.Ó
Going Public
As a second option in lieu of raising capital from a private investor, Evan and Brad had wondered about the
possibility of a public stock offering, or what is called an initial public offering (IPO).  In this case, the stock is
placed with an investment banker who in turn sells the shares in the public stock markets.  In considering this
choice, Evan and Brad met with Terry Maness, Sr. Vice President at J.D. Mitchell Securities, an investment banking
firm.
At the outset of the meeting, Terry asked Evan and Brad for information about their firm.  After several hours of
these questions, Evan interrupted, ÒLetÕs get to the bottom line.  How do we know if we are a candidate for going
public?Ó  Terry pondered the question for a minute as if it was the first time he had heard it, which was certainly not
the case.  He slowly responded, ÒThe firm must have an appealing story to attract public investors.  Furthermore, for
an established company like Action Accessories, there must be evidence of significant future growth potential, and
by significant, I mean a minimum earnings growth potential of 20 percent annually.  The company should also be
able to achieve a valuation, the total shares outstanding times their price, of $100 million.  Additionally, the new
capital cannot be for just any purpose.  Mostly, the funds raised have to be used to grow the company, and to some
extent to pay down debt obligations.  Unless investors can see a potential link between the capital raised and the
firmÕs earnings growth, there is limited interest in buying the stock.  Finally, there are some basic questions a firmÕs
management must resolve before beginning the process of taking the firm public, such as:
1. Is the timing right in the companyÕs industry?
2. Does the firm have enough money to make a successful IPO?  Issuance costs can be significant.
3. Is the firm willing and able to commit fully to an IPO?  The faster an IPO is completed, the better its
chances for success.
4. Can the company afford the distraction of an IPO?
5. Are you ready for greater public scrutiny?
6. Are the firmÕs records in good shape, including audits for the past three years?
7. Does loss of control by a key shareholder pose a problem?
8. Is a quality management team and administrative personnel in place?  Ideally, some of the management
team should have experience in running a public company.
9. How would the companyÕs relationships and key contracts be affected by an IPO?  For instance, if the firm
has a loan with a bank, there may be covenants requiring bank approval of a new stock issue.
Terry then changed the direction of the conversation by asking Evan how much capital the firm wanted to raise and
how it would be used.  Evan responded that they hoped to raise between $15 and $16 million.  The new capital
would be used to repay outstanding bank debt; to finance the acquisition of AAE, their Asian agent; to provide
needed working capital; and to finance the companyÕs future expansion plans.  Specific uses would include funds for
advertising and promotional activities, purchases of additional inventory and the retention of new personnel.
Furthermore, the firm needed to increase significantly the size and capacity of its warehousing and distribution
center.
During the conversation, Terry informed Evan that the firm should expect to receive only about 84 percent of
the gross proceeds from a public offering after all costs had been paid.  He also made it clear that the current
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shareholders would not be allowed to sell their shares for at least 6 months, or what investment bankers call the
Òlock-up period.Ó
In their second meeting, Terry opened the discussion by describing the IPO process to Evan and Brad:
ÒYour firmÕs management first has to evaluate the merits of a public offering as they apply to Action
Accessories and decide if an IPO is appropriate.  If a decision is made to continue the process, then a series of pre-
underwriting conferences will be held with one or more investment bankers, followed by the decision as to which
investment banker will be used to lead a group of investment bankers, called a syndicate.  As part of these meetings,
the investment banker would give some indication of a price the firm would receive for the stock.  But, guys you
need to understand that there is no final decision about the offering price until the very end of the process.Ó
Terry then listed the steps that are necessary to consummate the public offering, which he noted as follows:
1. The company would draft an S-1 Registration Statement.
2. The SEC, requiring approximately 30 to 35 days, reviews the Statement.  The firmÕs management would
then need to resolve the SECÕs concerns.
3. Once the SEC is satisfied, the management prepares a Red Herring/Prospectus describing the firm and the
offering.
4. The firm spends the following 10 to 15 days Òon the roadÓ explaining its investment attributes to potential
investors, including institutional, middle market, and retail investors.
5. On the day before the offering is released to the public, the actual offering price is decided upon.
6. The process comes to fruition in a single eventÑoffering the stock to the public and seeing how it is
received.Ó
Evan queried Terry about the pre-underwriting meetings.  Terry explained that key issues would be discussed, such
as the amount and proposed use of the financing, and whether the capital markets are receptive at the time to one
type of financing instrument relative to another.  At the end of the meetings, a decision would be made whether the
offering would, in fact, take place, and if so, which particular investment banker would manage the underwriting
process.  The investment banker would then draft a tentative underwriting agreement that details the approximate
price the investment banker will pay for the securities and the minimum price at which the deal will be done, i.e., the
upset price.
After several meetings, the investment bankers made a tentative commitment, subject to their due diligence, to
underwrite the sale of an additional 1,942,000 shares at a target price of $8.25 per share.  An additional 121,210
shares would be issued to the Chens for their $1 million sale of AAE.  Combined with the already existing
10,220,000 shares, the total number of shares would be 12,283,210, for a total equity value for all shares of
approximately $101 million.  If all goes as planned, the change in the ownership structure would be as follows:
                 Before Offering                                 After Offering                      
Shares Percentage Shares Percentage
Outstanding               Ownership               Outstanding                       Ownership
Evan Russo 5,621,000 55% 5,621,000 46%
Nicki Russo 2,555,000 25% 2,555,000 21%
Brad Owens 2,044,000 20% 2,044,000 17%
Mark & Judy Chen 121,210 1%
Public shares                                                                           1,942,000                              16%
   Totals 10,220,000 100%  12,283,210 100%
Evan and Brad left the meeting, pondering what to do.  The additional capital would make a significant difference in
their ability to grow the firm.  But the choice between the private investor and public investors was not clear in their
minds.
Brad decided to talk to a friend, Michael Cai, who was also the CEO of a company that had gone public.  The
friend described his experience in these words:
ÒIt was one of the most exhilaratingÑbut frustrating and exhaustingÑexperiences that I have ever had.  It
required an immense amount of time and cost a ton of money.  Sometimes I became afraid that we were losing
momentum in our business because we were having to commit so much time to going public.  And the issuing costs,
at least in my opinion, were exorbitant; I think the costs amounted to about 20 percent of the money raised.  At one
point, I wondered where we had lost control of the process.  I was in control at the outset, but it seemed that the
investment banker at some point assumed control.  Then there came a time when neither of us were in control.  I
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guess that you could say that the market had assumed control.  It was a stressful time to say the least.  But, even so, I
have been pleased with the outcome.  I know some CEOs really dislike being exposed to the variability of public
capital markets and to the prying questions of public-market investors.  But, I have found the public market
discipline to be good for our management team.Ó
After listening to Michael, Evan continued to be perplexed by the right choice to make.  He returned to his
office and sat looking out the window, contemplating what to do next.
Case Questions:
1.  Using financial ratios and the statement of cash flows that have been provided, evaluate the financial
performance of Action Accessories.  How do these results compare to the projections that were provided in
Case A?
2. Assuming that the firmÕs earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) grows at
20 percent compounded annually, and that the firm would be valued at five times EBITDA, what would the
firmÕs equity value in five years?  Also assume that there will be $20 million in outstanding debt in five
years.
3. Compare the two financing choices for Action Accessories.  As part of your answer, (1) compute the rate of
return that the private equity investor would expect to earn, including the dividends being received, and (2)
the rate of return that Evan would expect to earn own his investment in the company over the next five
years.  In computing these rates, base your computations on your answer to question 2.  Also, consider
EvanÕs current investment in the company as equal to his present ownership percent times the amount of
equity shown in the balance sheet today.
4. Is Action Accessories a good candidate for going public?  Why and why not?
5. What will Action Accessories need to do to prepare for a public offering if they choose to go that route?
6. What should the Russos and Brad do?
7. If Action Accessories does go public, it likely would be traded on the NASDAQ.  Use the Internet and find
the home page for NASDAQ and look at the section on IPOs.  Find the exchangeÕs listing requirements.
Would Action Accessories meet these requirements?
8. Action Accessories could also apply to be listed on an Asian exchange.  Go to the website asiaeipo.com
and find the listing requirements for the Hong Kong exchange and the Taiwan exchange.  How do these
compare with the NASDAQ requirements?  Why might Action Accessories want to be listed on an Asian
exchange?  (At the time of the possible public offering, the exchange rate was $33 Taiwan dollars and
$7.50 Hong Kong dollars for one U.S. dollar, respectively.)
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Abstract
High-income taxpayers are obvious candidates for tax planning.  However, finding real examples to use in a
teaching setting is usually difficult because of confidentiality concerns.  Thus, teaching tax planning is done with
artificial examples.  This often fails to convey not only exciting, interesting and human aspects of taxes, but also the
complexities and subtleties in tax planning.
To overcome this limitation of artificial examples, the 1997 tax return of Bill and Hillary Rodham Clinton is
presented in this case.  The return, abstracted from press releases, offers students the opportunity to study the tax
return form and explore the income tax model.  The true challenge of the case is for students to use their
understanding of the tax model to produce tax savings for the taxpayers.  Because of tax changes, including the 2001
Tax Act, students are asked to recast the 1997 events into the 2001 tax law to calculate what the current federal
income tax would be.  The updated tax amount then serves as the tax benchmark against which to measure the
impact of planning changes.
Student Handout
You are working for the tax specialist CPA firm of Samson and Peabody.  Your supervisor, William D. Samson, has
just obtained a new, noteworthy client: William Jefferson and Hillary Rodham Clinton.  Samson has just returned to
the office after an interview with them.  He presents you with the ClintonÕs 1997 Tax Return and asks you to
examine it closely.  Samson wants you to use the 1997 events as if they happened in 2001 and calculate the 2001
federal tax given these items.  This is the benchmark to measure tax planning alternatives against.  Write him a
memo describing several tax planning opportunities that have been missed.  He will use your memo as a starting
point for tax planning discussions with the Clintons for the current and future years.  In your memo to Partner
Samson, calculate the ClintonsÕ federal tax under each of your tax planning ideas.  Use the 2001 tax rates and rules
in these calculations.
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2001 FEDERAL INCOME TAX NUMBERS
2001 Tax Rate Schedule
Married, Filing Jointly
If Taxable Income is: The Tax Is
       Over       -        But Not Over Éof the amount over
$0 $12,000 ÉÉ 10% $0
12,000 45,200 $1,200      + 15% 12,000
45,200 109,250 6,180      + 27.5% 45,200
109,250 166,500 23,793.75 + 30.5% 109,250
166,500 297,350 41,255      + 35.5% 166,500
297,350 --- 87,706.75 + 39.1% 297,350
Long-term Capital Gains are taxed at a rate not exceeding 20%
Personal and Dependency Exemption Amount for 2001 is $2,900
Basic Standard Deduction Amount for Married, Joint Taxpayer: $7,600
AGI Thresholds for Phase Outs/Cutbacks:
• Exemptions — (Married, filing jointly): $199,450 AGI
• Itemized Deduction: $132,950 AGI
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Memo: Tax Staff
From: W.D. Samson, Partner
Re: Additional Guidance/Explanation of ClintonsÕ 1997 Tax Return Items
I obtained the following explanation of items on the 1997 return.
Line 7 Wages, salaries, tips etc. $200,076
The Presidential salary is $200,000.  The $76 of additional income represented the payment of an actorÕs ÒresidualÓ
to Bill Clinton for the rerun of his 1992 appearance on the Arsenio Hall Show in which Bill played his saxophone.
Line 10 Tax refund $19
The $19 income amount for tax refund represented the Arkansas refund check for 1996 overpayment of the
Arkansas income tax.  The refund check is taxable on the federal return since the Clintons had deducted the entire
income tax amount paid to Arkansas on the 1996 federal income tax return.
Line 12 Business income $280,351
In 1996, Hillary Clinton wrote a best-selling book, It Takes a Village (to raise a child).  The royalties from this book
$281,898 less the related estimated social security (self-employment) tax $8,079 were contributed to charity
$270,725 (see line 15 of Schedule A).  Note the actual social security tax paid on this self-employment income was
$12,556 of which half $6,283 was deductible (line 26).
Line 17 Rental real estate $1
The Clintons had invested in a movie syndication limited partnership in the early 1980s.  This tax shelter partnership
produced some losses in the early years.  In 1997, the ClintonsÕ share of taxable income from the burnt-out tax
shelter was $1.
Schedule A
Line 5 State and local income tax $19,745
The Clintons claimed Arkansas as their tax home and paid state income tax to Arkansas, [rather than the District of
Columbia].  The federal itemized deduction for this state income tax was $19,745.
Line 7 Personal property tax $19
Bill Clinton paid $19 property tax on his motherÕs old Oldsmobile which he inherited and stored in a garage in
Arkansas.
Line 10 Home mortgage interest $3,114
Hillary and a brother own the house which HillaryÕs mother lives in.  The Rodham siblings split the cost on this
house.  HillaryÕs share of the interest on the houseÕs mortgage is $3,114.
Line 15 Gift to Charity $270,725
As previously mentioned, the royalty income from authoring a best-selling book was donated to charity (except for
the estimated self-employment (social security tax).  The contribution to charity in 1997 was $270,725.
Line 17 Carryover from prior years $76,749
On 1996Õs tax return, the Clintons had royalty income from HillaryÕs book which they had similarly donated to
charity.  Because the charitable contribution deduction is capped at a maximum of 50% of Adjusted Gross Income,
the deduction was limited to less than the amount contributed in 1996.  This $76,749 excess amount which was not
deductible in 1996 was carried forward to 1997 and treated as a deduction for 1997.
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Line 18 Net charitable contribution deduction
The 1997 actual amount contributed and the carryover of the 1996 excess charitable contribution ($270,725 plus
$76,749, total $347,474) exceeded the 50% AGI charitable contribution deduction limitation.  (50% @ $569,511
=$284,756).  Thus $284,757 was the deduction for charitable giving in 1997 and the excess ($347,474 — $284,756 =
$62,718) is carryover to 1998Õs federal tax return.
Lines 21, 25 and 26
The tax preparation fee $8,030 (line 21) was totally offset by the reduction for 2% of AGI $11,390 (line 25) such
that the total deduction for miscellaneous expenses (line 26) was zero.
Line 28
The sum of the itemized deduction:  $307,634 is reduced by 3% of AGI over $121,200.  This results in a ÒcutbackÓ
of $13,449 of itemized deductions resulting in a net itemized deduction amount of $294,185.  This amount is carried
to line 35 of the second page of Form 1040.
Line 37 — (second page of Form 1040) exemption amount  $0
The ClintonsÕ AGI ($469,511 — lines 32 & 33) is so greatly in excess of the exemption phase out range that all of the
exemption amount for Bill, Hillary and Chelsea is completely eliminated.
Line 39 Tax $79,398
The income tax amount includes the 20% tax rate on the $65,028 long-term capital gain, with the rest of the taxable
income $210,298 (275,326 — 65,028) taxed at ordinary rates of 15%, 28%, 31% and 36% using the married-filing
joint tax rate schedule.
Line 47 $12,566
The self-employment tax on HillaryÕs book writing (royalty) income activity.  This amount is added to the income
tax to determine the total tax (line 53) of $91,964.
Line 55 and 60 $95,004
This is the total amount which the ClintonÕs paid in making quarterly estimated payments of tax during 1997.  Line
61 is the refund, $3,040, which they applied to their 1998 estimated tax (line 63).
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Overview of the Case Situation
The setting for the case is Precision Manufacturing Company (Precision), a privately-held company with $30
million in sales revenue.  The company is an award winning, metal stamping and tool and design company
recognized for outstanding service in the production of parts for over forty years.  The company is ISO 9002 and QS
9000 certified.  It is also the winner of a major entrepreneur of the year award.  The company produces parts for
medical, telecommunications, automotive and other markets.  In the medical area, Precision specializes in the
production of stainless steel components.  In the automotive industry, it is ISO 9002 and QS 9000 certified and
manufactures components for a variety of customers throughout the world that include conventional stampings and
complex die assembled components.  In the telecommunications industry, Precision provides custom tooling built to
meet demand needs in as little as three weeks.  The company has a number of strengths including management
experience and expertise in the industry and enjoys a reputation for high quality and excellent customer service.
Some of the opportunities of the company include new customers and markets, strategic partnering, improved
strategic communication and branding and the development of e-commerce capabilities.
The client is in the process of implementing two strategic themes: (1) a growth strategy and (2) a productivity
strategy.  The client has requested assistance in reviewing its strategy and performance measures.  The CPA client
service team has interviewed management of the client relating to: (1) the strategy of Precision and (2) the
performance measures used within the company.
Company Profile
The mission statement of Precision Manufacturing Company is:
To be the world leader providing quality products and services to our customers while striving to exceed their
expectations at best value and foster an environment for continuous improvement, cooperation, combined trust
and respect with all employees and suppliers.
Precision offers the finest in equipment and expertise available, while ever broadening its capabilities and services
offered its customers.  Combining old world craftsmanship and new world productivity, it has one of the finest
manufacturing plants in the industry.
The company was founded on and is dedicated to a "Standard of Excellence", based on the most advanced
technology and expertise available.  Their motto is: ÒQuality is what we promise - Quality and Service is what we
deliver.Ó
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Precision Manufacturing was founded in 1960, as Precision Tool & Die Company, as a high quality, high
precision, AAA tool and die shop, by a husband and wife team.  The company has grown from its original roots in
the family garage serving only one customer, to the highly sophisticated manufacturing plant it is today.
One of the co-founders of Precision served an apprenticeship in Sweden and later as a journeyman tool and die
maker in Sweden and Switzerland.  The managerial skills and sound business insights of the other co-founder,
combined with the focus of placing their customers and employees first in priority, has developed an unbeatable
team which has helped generate the success of Precision.
In 1970, Precision Tool & Die Company expanded into parts manufacturing with the purchase of its first punch
press.  Today, Precision is serving some of the best and most demanding manufacturing companies in America and
abroad, having steadily grown through the years, due to the expertise and dedication to a "Standard of Excellence"
that the co-founders have always maintained and a philosophy of always providing customers with the highest level
of quality and service.
The co-founderÕs son has been an integral part of the business since 1980, and he shares the same dedication to
excellence in quality and service.  He is well qualified to face the challenges of tomorrow, with a degree in industrial
management and engineering, as well as being well versed in all facets of the business and highly knowledgeable in
the technical aspects.
Process used by the CPA Client Service Team
At the beginning of the engagement (November 2000), the client service team established the following objectives:
1. Assist the client in assessing, developing and refining its strategy.
2. Assist the client in assessing its performance measures.
3. Develop recommendations for improving the performance measures at Precision.
4. Assist the client in developing Strategy Maps and a preliminary Balanced Scorecard framework as a strategic
management tool.
Assessment of the Strategies of Precision Manufacturing Company
To achieve the first engagement objective, the client service team conducted a SWOT analysis, which involved
summarizing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of Precision Manufacturing.  The SWOT analysis
was used to help the client assess, refine and develop strategic objectives.  The team also used key strategy tenets to
help the client refine and focus its strategy.  Here, the team used several tenets of Return Driven Strategy (Frigo and
Litman, Return Driven Strategy, 2001 found at www.returndrivenstrategy.com) to help the client refine its
strategy before developing Strategy Maps and a Balanced Scorecard.  The team also introduced the concept of
Strategy Maps to help the client understand the cause and effect linkages of key strategic themes.
Assessment of Performance Measures
In assessing the performance measures at Precision Manufacturing, the team used key concepts and principles of the
Balanced Scorecard.  First, the team identified the key performance measures used within Precision.  Next, the team
assessed the performance measures based on various criteria, such as the mix of performance measures, leading
versus lagging measures and matching performance measures with strategic objectives within key strategic themes
and initiatives.  Here, the team used a series of diagnostic questions (see Appendix B).  The team also helped the
client understand the concept of the customer value proposition and how it can be used to focus performance
measures on key customer segments and performance areas.
Quality Programs and Performance Measures
Precision Manufacturing is ISO 9002 and QS 9000 certified, has won numerous supplier quality awards and was a
recent Entrepreneur of the Year Award recipient.  The clientÕs high level of product and service quality is supported
by key quality performance measures.  One of the objectives of the client was to link quality performance measures
with key customer and financial performance measures (see Kaplan and Lamotte, ÒThe Balanced Scorecard and
Quality Programs,Ó Balanced Scorecard Report (March/April 2001)).
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Mix of Performance Measures
One of the criteria used in assessing the performance measures of the client was the mix of financial vs. non-
financial measures and the mix of performance measures with key categories such as financial, customer, internal
business processes and growth (see Norton, ÒBeware: The Unbalanced Scorecard,Ó Balanced Scorecard Report
(March/April 2000) and Frigo, Ò Trends and Challenges in Performance Measurement,Ó Cost Management Update
(March 2001)).  Precision had many internal process and financial performance measures and relatively few
customer and innovation and growth measures.
Development of Recommendations for Improving Performance Measures
For this engagement objective, the team developed key recommendations for improving the performance measures




• Benefits of the recommendation
Assist the Client in Developing Strategy Maps and a Preliminary Balanced Scorecard Framework
The team helped the client develop high-level Strategy Maps that incorporate strategic objectives and performance
measures for the two primary strategic themes of the client: (1) growth strategy and (2) productivity strategy.  These
Strategy Maps would then be used to populate a Balanced Scorecard framework, which would serve as a
preliminary scorecard.
Strategy Maps
Strategy Maps can help management to describe key strategic themes within the Balanced Scorecard framework.
The strategy of a company will often focus on primary Òstrategic themesÓ such as growth and productivity.  Strategy
Maps (see Kaplan and Norton, ÒHaving Trouble with Your Strategy? Then Map It,Ó Harvard Business Review
September/October 2000) take a particular strategic theme, such as growth, and describe the cause-and-effect
linkages within the four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard.  The cause-and-effect linkages describe how
improvements in performance drivers, such as faster process-cycle time or employee capabilities can create
improvements in outcome measures such as revenue growth or profitability.
A growth strategy can be mapped by considering new sources of revenue or increasing value to customers.
This will in turn require consideration of the customer value proposition and internal processes that would support
the growth strategy.  Finally, employee competencies, technology and infrastructure would be considered in the
Innovation and Growth perspective of the Balanced Scorecard.  Similarly, the productivity strategy can be mapped
by considering asset utilization and improving cost structure.
Strategy Maps can also show how Ògenuine assetsÓ such as employee knowledge and competencies can be
transformed into tangible outcomes.  ÒGenuine AssetsÓ (see Litman, ÒGenuine Assets: Building Blocks of Strategy
and Sustainable Competitive Advantage,Ó Strategic Finance November 2000) are broader and inherently more
strategic than the traditional concept of intangible assets.  Genuine Assets include tangible, traditional intangible
assets and other resources that can be leveraged to create value.  The key is to understand how to leverage the
Genuine Assets of an organization to create value.  The client wanted to use Strategy Maps to describe how an
organization can leverage Genuine Assets within a particular strategic theme to create value.
Strategy and Performance Measures
The client service team used Strategy Maps and the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, The StrategyFocused
Organization, Harvard Business School Press, 2001) as a framework for assessing the clientÕs strategy and
performance measures and developing recommendations for improvement of the clientÕs performance measurement
system.  The Balanced Scorecard is a strategy-focused approach to performance management that includes non-
financial and financial performance measures that are derived from the organization’s vision and strategy.  It
includes strategic objectives and performance measures in the following areas for a company:
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• Financial
• Customer
• Internal business processes
• Innovation and growth
The strategic objectives and performance measures within the Balanced Scorecard framework are derived from the
vision and strategy of the organization.  Therefore, the Balanced Scorecard represents a strategic performance
management and measurement system.
Exhibit 1 shows a Balanced Scorecard with four perspectives.
Exhibit 2 shows a Strategy Map template (see Kaplan and Norton, The Strategy Focused Organization, p. 96).
Exhibit 3 presents an example of a high-level Strategy Map.
The CPA team provides value to the client by providing independent insights as to whether the growth and
productivity strategies are reasonable, achievable, clearly defined, and understood by employees throughout the
organization.  The CPA team also helped assess whether the client has appropriate performance measures that will
motivate employees to perform the activities that are necessary to achieve strategic objectives and provide
management with a way to monitor performance.  Here, the team used Strategy Maps, along with the Balanced
Scorecard framework.
Key Strategic Themes
PrecisionÕs goals and objectives as of November 2000 focused on sales growth of twenty percent per year and
profitability of eighteen percent per year.  It planned to achieve these goals through a series of strategic objectives.
Appendix A presents preliminary strategy objectives and performance measures.
SWOT Analysis
The client service team led the executive committee through an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats (SWOT analysis).  The following is a summary of the SWOT analysis and discussion with the executive
committee.
Some of the strengths mentioned during the session included: tool innovation, market diversity (eleven product
markets, including medical, automotive and telecommunications), quality systems and customer service and
responsiveness.  Some of the weaknesses mentioned were: marketing and sales capabilities, early involvement in the
product development process and price competitiveness.  The opportunities mentioned included: international
markets, process innovations and advance prototyping capabilities.  The threats mentioned included: foreign
competition, product obsolescence and availability of a skilled workforce.
The executive committee discussed how SWOT analysis is used to develop, refine or validate strategic
objectives by seeking to leverage strengths, address weaknesses, harvest opportunities, and attack threats.
Customer Value Proposition
The team also helped the client to define its customer value proposition for key customer segments.  The
management of Precision understood its customer segments and had identified a Òtarget marketÓ as shown in Exhibit
4, Precision Manufacturing Customer/Product Hierarchy.
At the top of the pyramid are the highly-specialized and complex products, generally with high margins.  In the
middle are moderately specialized and complex products, with good margins.  The bottom of the pyramid represents
non-specialized products with lower margins but high volumes.  PrecisionÕs management wanted to target parts of
the first and second sections of the pyramid.
One version of a customer value proposition involves identifying the basic requirements and differentiators.
The management indicated that product quality and price were the basic requirements.  The differentiators included:
consistent quality with close tolerances, speed to market, tooling innovation, company quick response.  The purpose
of using a customer value proposition is to identify key customer performance measures.
Strategy Tenets
To help the client assess its strategy, the team used key strategy tenets (see Frigo and Litman, Return Driven
Strategy, 2001 found at www.returndrivenstrategy.com):
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• Manage for Value Creation and Maximization
• Continually Fulfill Unmet Needs
• Dominate Large and High-Growth Segments
• Operate Effectively and Efficiently
• Innovate Offerings
• Brand Offerings
Precision was managing value creation by continually fulfilling unmet (high-level and high margin) needs of
customers.  The rapid prototyping initiative is a good example of fulfilling unmet needs.  This strategic initiative
also represents innovation of offerings.  Precision has targeted large and high-growth segments, with medical
products being an example.  Precision has operated effectively and efficiently and indeed this is where their focus
has been.  Branding of offerings is an area where Precision can improve.  The marketing function at Precision is in
the process of being upgraded.
Assessment of Performance Measures at Precision Manufacturing Company
Precision has focused primarily on operational and financial performance measures as discussed below.  The
company has been very successful in terms of profitability and efficiency performance.  However, to set strategic
direction, the executive committee believes they need to focus on understanding leading, strategic performance
measures that will drive future profitability and growth.  The client service team introduced the Balanced Scorecard
framework and Strategy Maps as strategic management tools.
Preliminary Assessment of Performance Measures
To begin the process of assessing the performance measures, the client service team asked some high-level questions
about performance measures used.  The questions focused on identifying the performance measures.  According to
the client, the top ten performance measures used in the organization were:
• Sales Volume
• Profit Percentage




• First Run Yield
• Supplier Quality
• Customer Satisfaction
• Non-Value Added Activities
The three most important financial measures used were: Sales Revenue By Product Line, Net Profit and Cost of
Goods Sold (COGS).  The three most important customer measures used were: On Time Delivery (OTD), Customer
Satisfaction Survey and Quality Conformance Reports.  The most important supplier measures used were: Supplier
Material Quality and Supplier On Time Delivery.  The three most important internal process measures used were:
Process Capability, Resource Effectiveness and First Run Yield.  The most important innovation and growth
(employees/ infrastructure/ capabilities/ technology) measures used were: Training Matrix and New Business
Scorecard.
Appendix B presents a set of diagnostic questions and client responses relating to performance measures.
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Case Requirements
General Questions on Assurance Services
1. What are assurance services?  Why is Business Performance Measurement considered an assurance service?
2. Describe Business Performance Measurement assurance services.
3. Performance measurement systems in organizations will vary greatly in the degree of development.  Describe
the spectrum of assurance services that CPAs can perform for clients that have (or do not have) performance
measurement systems.
Questions Related to Precision Manufacturing Company
1. Summarize the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of Precision Manufacturing Company using the
attached SWOT matrix.  Evaluate its strategy.  Is the strategy consistent with the strengths, weaknesses,
objectives and threats of Precision Manufacturing?
2.  Based on the customer value proposition discussion in the case, complete the customer value proposition
template below and identify two customer performance measures.
3. Assess the performance measures at Precision Manufacturing using key concepts and principles of the Balanced
Scorecard and diagnostic questions.  Based on this assessment, develop a recommendation for Precision




• Benefits of the recommendation
4. Develop a high-level Strategy Map that incorporates strategic objectives and performance measures for the
growth strategy using the Strategy Map worksheet in Exhibit 5.  Using the following Balanced Scorecard
worksheet, develop strategic objectives and performance measures within the four dimensions of the Balanced
Scorecard that could be used by Precision Manufacturing.
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1. Summarize the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of Precision Manufacturing Company using the
following SWOT matrix.  Evaluate its strategy.  Is the strategy consistent with the strengths, weaknesses,
objectives and threats of Precision Manufacturing?
SWOT Analysis
2.  Based on the customer value proposition discussion in the case, complete the customer value proposition
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3. Assess the performance measures at Precision Manufacturing using key concepts and principles of the Balanced
Scorecard and diagnostic questions.  Based on this assessment, develop a recommendation for Precision




• Benefits of the recommendation
4. Develop a high-level Strategy Map that incorporates strategic objectives and performance measures for the
growth strategy using the Strategy Map worksheet in Exhibit 5.  Using the following Balanced Scorecard
worksheet, develop strategic objectives and performance measures within the four dimensions of the Balanced
Scorecard that could be used by Precision Manufacturing.
Balanced Scorecard Worksheet
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Appendix A
Preliminary Strategy Objectives and Performance Measures
Strategic Objective Measure
1. Increase Return On Assets (ROA) ROA
2. Grow Sales 20 Percent Per Year Sales Revenue
3. Return an 18 Percent Net Profit Net Profit Ratio
4. Reduce COGS Percent by 20 Percent COGS Ratio
5. Improve Market Share Product Line Sales
6. Increase Sales Worldwide Sales by Region
7. Improve Customer Satisfaction Customer Survey
8. Continue to Improve Quality Image in Industry Quality Audits
9. Increase Sales of Specialty/Complex Parts Thru Early
Involvement
TBD
10. Increase Revenue from New Products New Business Scorecard
11. Create Process for Feedback Reporting to Sales Reps. TBD
12. Improve Quality of Products Number of Rejects
13. Increase Resource Effectiveness Resource Effectiveness Ratio
14. Improve On Time Delivery (OTD) OTD Ratio
15. Increase First Run Yield (FRY) FRY Ratio
16. Increase Automation TBD
17. Improve Quote Turnaround Time TBD
18. Improve Material Quality Unscheduled Die Maintenance/
Raw Material Accept Ratio
19. Improve Sublet Quality Sublet Accept Ratio
20. Improve Material and Sublet Delivery Supplier OTD Ratio
21. Increase Rapid Prototyping Capabilities Revenue per hour from Prototyping
22. Attain the Optimal Utilization of Die Sensoring Based on
Cost/Benefit
Number of Die Sensored
23. Develop A Capacity Plan to Achieve the Planned Growth TBD
24. Increase and Improve Technical Support to Customers in
New Product Development
TBD
25. Training and People Development Training Hours by Department
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Appendix B
Diagnostic Questions
The following are diagnostic questions used by the client service team along with client responses (indicated by the
circled response).
Financial Management Processes
The purpose of this diagnostic was to develop a high-level assessment of the effectiveness of key financial
management processes.  The following are the responses from the client:
Effectiveness Rating
Low                    High
1. Financial Reporting and Accounting Process  1     2      3      4    °
2. Accounts Receivable/Billing Process  1     2     fi     4     5
3. Accounts Payable/Procurement Process  1     2     fi     4     5
4. Inventory Management Process  1    ›     3      4     5
Comments: Financial statements are considered valuable information at Precision Manufacturing and are considered
high quality among management.  The inventory management process needs improvement; there are specific
problems for specific types of jobs and customers as well as very little floor space, which is done intentionally.  This
creates an inventory management challenge.
Internal Capabilities
The purpose of these questions was to develop a high-level assessment of the effectiveness of the capabilities of the
client.  The following are the responses from the client:
Effectiveness Rating
Low                    High
1. Management Experience and Industry Expertise  1     2     3      4    °
2. Management Training and Development  1     2    fi     4     5
3. Manufacturing/Distribution Expertise  1     2     3     fl    5
4. Marketing and Sales Capabilities  1    ›    3      4     5
Comments: They are currently hiring a sales manager to improve marketing and sales capability.  The company has
grown in business through reputation and outside sales representatives (half of which are considered to be strong and
half are considered to be rather weak).  Precision now needs a more focused and formal sales and marketing effort.
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Best Practice — Measuring Return on Invested Capital
Management uses and understands performance measures that accurately measure profitability and return on
invested capital.  Performance measures include return on investment or Economic Value Added, as well as profit
measures.  The following are the responses from the client:
Disagree             Agree
1. The profitability measures used are accurate and available on a timely basis.  1     2     3     4     °
2. We have identified and use a few (e.g., 4 to 6) key measures of our overall
financial performance.
 1     2     3    fl     5
3. Financial measures are a good mix of short- and long-term measures of
financial success.
 1    ›    3     4     5
4. We use one or two summary statistics that reflect overall performance, such
as economic value-added (EVA) or return on assets (ROA).
 1    ›    3     4     5
5. We collect financial data on our major competitors to use in evaluating our
own performance and in setting goals.
 1    ›    3     4     5
Comments:  The company is currently developing a Balanced Scorecard framework and needs to identify more
performance measures that are both short-term and long-term as well as financial and non-financial measures. They
also need to focus on how to measure return on investment, more explicitly.
Best Practice — Balanced Performance Measures
Management uses and understands a balanced set of financial and non-financial performance measures that
accurately measure performance in the following categories: financial, customer, operations, employee satisfaction,
and supplier performance.  The following are the responses from the client:
Disagree             Agree
1. Our performance measures are tightly linked to the key success factors
that will allow us to differentiate us from our competitors.
 1     2     fi     4     5
2. Our performance measures were developed with a plan, rather than being
something that just evolved over time.
 1    ›     3      4     5
3. Our CEO or President looks at no more than 20 measures every month to
evaluate the overall organizationÕs performance.
 1     2      3      4    °
4. Measures of performance are mostly consistent across our business
units/locations.
 1     2      3      4    °
5. We have a well-balanced set of financial and non-financial measures.˚  1    ›     3      4     5
Comments: Precision needs to develop a balanced set of performance measures.  Its current performance measures
reflect the focus on operational activities and financial results.
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Best Practice — Customer Measures
Management uses and understands customer measures that focus on the most important requirements of our
customers and our differentiators.  The following are the responses from the client:
Effectiveness Rating
Low                    High
1. We collect specific measures of customer satisfaction/value such as
repeat/lost business, returns and so on.
 1     2     3     fl     5
2. We collect data on both customer satisfaction and perceived value
levels using a variety of techniques such as telephone surveys and
focus groups.
 1    ›     3     4     5
3. Our surveys for measuring customer satisfaction focus on delighting
customers rather than just satisfying them.
 1     2      3    fl    5
4. What we ask customers in our satisfaction surveys or discussions is
based upon thorough research to identify customerÕs most important
requirements.
 1     2     fi    4     5
5. We combine various hard and soft measures of customer satisfaction
and value into an overall customer satisfaction index.
 ‹   2      3     4     5
Comments: The same customer measures have been used for several years.  Also, Precision may want to consider
using different questions for different customer segments.
Best Practice — Operations Measures
Management uses and understands operations measures that accurately measure process cost, quality and time
performance.  The following are the responses from the client:
Disagree             Agree
1. Operational measures allow us to prevent problems rather than just
identify them.
 1     2     3     fl     5
2. The organization has established measurable standards for all key process
measures.
 1     2     3     fl     5
3. The organization has developed a set of 4 to 6 key operational measures.  1     2     3      4     °
4. Measures of product/service quality are expressed as actual numbers
rather than percentages of defect-free products/services.
 1     2     3     fl     5
5. Cycle time is used as a key operational measure throughout the
organization.
 1     2     3      4     °
Comments: As expected, the performance measures in operations are in good shape.
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Best Practice — Supplier Measures
Management uses and understands supplier measures that provide a way to monitor and improve supplier
performance.  The following are the responses from the client:
Disagree             Agree
1. The organization has a rating system for evaluating supplier performance.  1     2     3     4     °
2. The quality of goods and services purchased from suppliers is measured
on a regular basis.
 1     2     3     4     °
3. Our organization asks suppliers for process data and encourages self-
inspection.
 1     2     3    fl     5
4. Our supplier rating system includes hard measures such as products
returned/shipments rejected.
 1     2     3     4     °
5. Our supplier rating system includes soft measures such as our satisfaction
levels with suppliers’ responsiveness.
 1     2    fi    4      5
Comments: As in the case of operations measures, the supplier measures appear to be good.
Best Practice — Employee Measures
Management uses and understands employee measures that can be used to monitor and improve employee
commitment.  The following are the responses from the client:
Disagree             Agree
1. We survey our employees at least once a year to determine their
satisfaction levels with various aspects of how the organization is run.
 ‹     2     3     4     5
2. Employee surveys are anonymous and more than 75 percent are returned
each year.
 ‹     2     3     4     5
3. Research is done to determine what is important to employees before
putting together a survey with standard questions.
 ‹     2     3     4     5
4. Our organization collects data on other measures that relate to employee
satisfaction such as voluntary turnover, requests for transfers, and so on.
 1       2    fi    4     5
5. Individual measures of employee satisfaction are aggregated into an
overall employee satisfaction index, similar to the customer satisfaction
index.
 ‹     2     3     4     5
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INTRODUCTION
Jon Williams, an investigative reporter with the Pittsburg Post-Gazette, thought about his current assignment. His
editor wanted a hard-hitting analysis of the collapse of a major Pennsylvania health organization. Allegheny Health,
Education and Research Foundation (AHERF) had just filed for bankruptcy protection from its creditors. The
mother of one of JonÕs best friends had sold her medical practice to AHERF several years ago, and become an
employee of the organization. As a result of that personal contact with someone in the company, Jon had been
interested in it prior to this assignment.  He had followed the companyÕs progress for the past 10 years, a period of
phenomenal growth for AHERF.  How, Jon wondered, had the dream turned into this nightmare?  Many people, as
well as other organizations, were going to be hurt by AHERFÕs collapse.  What could anyone have done to prevent
this disaster?  As Jon brooded over this question, his thoughts went back to the critical events in AHERFÕs past that
he had gleaned from his research efforts to date.
AHERFÕS HISTORY
AHERF had a long, rich history.  Although a vastly different organization today, AHERF had begun as a single
hospital in Allegheny, Pennsylvania in 1886.  Over the years, the hospital grew from its initial 50 beds into a major
hospital with a reputation as a leading-edge medical facility.  By the 1970s, the hospital was well known for its heart
treatment and cancer centers.  Toward the end of that decade, a helicopter trauma center was added, followed in
1981 by a state-of-the-art critical care facility.
Despite AlleghenyÕs success as a hospital, the hospitalÕs Board of Directors was eager for expansion into other
medicine-related venues.  In 1986, the Board replaced the existing CEO, a man who was perceived as insufficiently
aggressive and decisive.  The man chosen to be the new CEO had worked for Allegheny since 1971, starting in the
position of purchasing and control coordinator of the dietetics division.  The primary goal of the new CEO was to
change Allegheny from a mere hospital into an integrated health system.  Early in his tenure, the new CEO and the
Board of Allegheny adopted the following mission statement: ÒTo learn, to teach, to heal the sick, and to conserve
health.Ó Achievement of the goals embodied in this statement required Allegheny to move in three directions:
1. develop a relationship with one or more medical schools or acquire such schools,
2. acquire other hospitals, and
3. acquire physician practices.
By associating with a medical school, Allegheny would obtain a number of benefits.  First, this relationship would
enhance the prestige of Allegheny.  Second, significant cash flows would come from academic and research
activities of the school.  The Federal government, for example, was putting significant funding into medical research
through such agencies as the National Institutes of Health, and the National Cancer Institute. Unfortunately, in the
Pittsburgh area, there were few opportunities for associating with, or acquiring, a medical school.  Although
discussions were held with representatives of Carnegie Mellon and Duquesne, neither of these schools had any
interest in becoming a part of AlleghenyÕs growth plan.  Consequently, AlleghenyÕs CEO turned his attention to the
Philadelphia market.
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Philadelphia had its pros and cons with respect to growth prospects for Allegheny.  The city had six medical
schools, one or more of which might be viable acquisition candidates. It also ranked first in medical school
enrollment per capita in the country. Hospitals there served patients from Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and
New Jersey. Thus, the opportunity for Allegheny to expand both its teaching and its research activities through a
Philadelphia base was outstanding. However, as time went by, it became apparent that there was a major downside
to expansion in this arena. Market conditions there made it seem unlikely that the entityÕs operations in that
community would be able to thrive financially. One of the most significant factors was the existing, and growing,
competition in Philadelphia.
In the 90s, seven integrated delivery systems (IDSs) were created in the greater Philadelphia area. The most
formidable was the Jefferson Health System, formed in 1995 by the merger of Main Line Health System and
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital. This system was further strengthened by an alliance in 1998 with Albert
Einstein Healthcare Network. Jefferson’s strategy was heavily dependent on developing its long-term care
infrastructure, something Philadelphia badly needed. Other competitors included the University of Pennsylvania
Health System and Crozer-Keystone Health System.
Furthermore, managed care penetration in Philadelphia had risen to one of the highest levels in the U.S., but
without substantial progress in reducing the area’s formidable oversupply of inpatient services. Managed care had
emerged so fast that some health care organizations may have been far more focused on acquiring and keeping
contracts than on learning how to manage care and costs within their patient populations. Much of the managed care
growth was in Medicare and Medicaid.
The region’s health plans faced an atmosphere of unrelenting competition during the mid-1990s. The market
was dominated by two companies: Independence Blue Cross and Aetna U.S. Healthcare. Those plans had found it
relatively easy to force provider rates down but found it difficult to raise premiums, since Philadelphia area
disenrollment rates were high.
On the political front, the Pennsylvania legislature enacted a HMO patient bill of rights. This bill included
mandatory internal grievance procedures, direct access to OB-GYNs and specialists for the disabled and chronically
ill, mandatory credentialing of providers, and a 45-day deadline on payment of claims.
There were additional developments that could affect uncontrolled growth in competition in the medical
community. The state’s certificate of need (CON) law expired in 1996, obviating state approval of or local
community input on hospital expansions and mergers. Pennsylvania’s charitable institutions law imposed precise,
but not especially demanding, standards on the amount of care for the indigent that non-profit hospitals had to
provide. And its attorney general had no mandate to investigate the effect that nonprofit to nonprofit hospital
mergers would have on competition or community well-being.
Moreover, the Philadelphia economy struggled, even while the rest of the U.S. was thriving. Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh were two of the slowest growing economies nationwide during the 1990s boom. As a result, closure of
hospitals, despite overbedding, was not a desirable option for either community.
In 1988, Allegheny made its first acquisition in Philadelphia. The acquiree was the Medical College of
Pennsylvania (MCP), an entity that was in dire financial difficulty. The purchase agreement, among other things,
required that Allegheny provide MCP with between $40 to $60 million dollars of cash. MCP would use these funds
to improve its facilities.
In early 1991, Allegheny made its second hospital acquisition.  St. ChristopherÕs Hospital for Children was
purchased from United Hospital System (UHS).  The acquisition agreement required Allegheny to also take over
three suburban acute care hospitals and assume $137 million of UHSÕs long-term debt.  Although Allegheny did not
want the suburban hospitals, the Board of Directors (strongly influenced by AlleghenyÕs CEO) agreed to these
terms.  The deal was rationalized by the argument that someone else would make the purchase, given the highly
competitive market in Philadelphia, if Allegheny did not.  In addition, the Board believed that the suburban hospitals
would provide a synergistic benefit by supplying special-needs patients to the teaching hospitals.  Unfortunately,
within a year, Allegheny closed one of the three suburban hospitals and terminated 300 employees.
In 1992, AlleghenyÕs name was changed to Allegheny Health, Education and Research Foundation.  During this
year, AHERF issued $60 million in bonds (an additional $60 million had previously been sold in 1991).  With these
resources AHERF initiated the purchase of physician practices.   The following year AHERF acquired Hahnemann
University, a well-endowed medical school in Philadelphia.  HahnemannÕs resources were merged with those of
MCP.  By 1995, the various hospitals in the Allegheny system were profitable at the bottom line. They were all
losing money on their patient care lines of service, but research dollars were offsetting these losses.  The research
dollars, which were sought through a competitive grant process, were averaging $75 to $120 million a year.
Unfortunately, despite the research dollar cash flow, MoodyÕs revised its rating on AHERFÕs bonds, effectively
putting them into the ÒjunkÓ bond category. Despite this action by MoodyÕs, AHERF issued $100 million in
additional bonds, under the name of Allegheny General Hospital. While the reputation of its bonds might not have
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been the highest, its reputation as a health system was at an all time high.  At the national level, AHERF was
recognized as a state-of-the-art integrated health system (IDS).
In 1996, AHERFÕs Board, at its first meeting, agreed that the decision to expand into Philadelphia had been a
good one.  One director observed that there were still some ÒkinksÓ to work out, but they werenÕt insurmountable.
An outside director noted that the Pennsylvania Economy League had just issued a warning about the Philadelphia
hospital market and that it was a pretty bleak forecast. Another director commented that, in a depressed market the
opportunity existed to buy good assets Òon the cheap.Ó  ÒBuy at these prices now,Ó he said, Òand when the good
times return, weÕll make out like a bandit!Ó And buy they did.  Later in the year, Graduate Health System was
purchased. The acquisition included six inner-city hospitals and 100 owned physician practices.  AHERF also
assumed $174 million of GHSÕs junk-rated bonds. With this purchase, AHERF became the largest health system in
Pennsylvania, as well as the most leveraged one. Based on the success of the growth plan, the Board voted to
significantly increase salaries of the top executives and to provide them with additional fringe benefits. One nice
benefit was the annual trip to a luxurious estate in North Carolina for a week-long seminar in health care issues.
AHERF believed that the acquisition of physician practices was critical to its effort to construct a major
managed care network. Eventually, 240 of these practices were purchased.  Organizationally, these practices were
placed under an umbrella organization called Allegheny University Medical Practices (AUMP), a subsidiary of
AHERF.
Some outside observers expressed the view that AHERFÕs desire for these acquisitions had led it to pay too high
a price for some of the practices.  Furthermore, according to these observers, the terms of employment offered to the
selling doctors were deemed to be too generous.
Being Number One didnÕt cause AHERF to cut back on its growth.  In 1997 the Board made the following
commitments and major decisions:
• $100 million for cancer research
• Creation of a new subsidiary in New Jersey
• $100 million for two new buildings in Center City
• Issuance of $356 million in new bonds to provide cash for Philadelphia operations
• A merger with Forbes Health System
• Acquisition of two additional hospitals
However, 1997 also included some negative developments.  One hospital, Mt. Sinai, was closed.  In addition,
throughout the AHERF system, 1200 employees were laid off.  On the financial side, the physician practices
reported a combined $60 million in losses for the year ended June 1997.  Finally, in addition to continuing losses in
its patient-care services, AHERF was showing across the board losses on its capitated insurance contracts.  Some of
these losses were attributed to the 1997 Balanced Budget Act which greatly reduced the governmentÕs fixed
payments for Medicare-covered services.  Also, more uninsured people were coming to the hospitals and clinics,
partially as the result of welfare reform. In addition to cash inflow reductions, AHERF was also beset with some
operating problems.  Hospital administrative costs per discharged patient were 33% higher than in comparable
hospitals.  Billing systems at the physician practices were insufficient, often letting appropriate charges go
unrecorded and, therefore, unbilled. Tax returns and required bondholder reports were being filed late. Some
significant joint costs had to be allocated across multiple entities.  The CEO allocated these costs using his
discretion.  He did not use an allocation model since, in his opinion, all such allocations were, by their very nature,
arbitrary. The allocations, being material in amount, critically affected the reported results of the various AHERF
entities.
Early in 1997, some major suppliers and creditors of AHERF complained that they were not being paid.
Representatives of these entities also expressed concerns about AHERFÕs financial condition.  Some noted that they
had requested a copy of AHERFÕs latest financial statements.  An AHERF officer told them that Òindividual
financial statements for units under the AHERF umbrella could be provided, but no overall financial statements for
the entire AHERF complex were ever prepared.Ó This problem was remedied in late 1997 when the first set of
consolidated financial statements for all of AHERFÕs holdings was finally created.
ADMINISTRATIVE OVERSIGHT AT AHERF
As Jon continued to reflect on AHERFÕs problems, he thought about the various Boards within the organization and
their inter-relationship.  As of 1997, AHERF had 10 separate Boards of Directors with a total of 132 directors.
These directors had oversight over AHERF entities that were administered by 117 senior managers. The largest
Board was the one with oversight over the parent organization. This Board, over time, ranged between 25 and 35
members. Although there was some degree of contact between the Boards, the lines of authority and channels of
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communication between them were unclear. At the time of their appointment, individuals appointed to any of the
Boards were instructed that their primary concern should be with the organization to which their Board was related.
In other words, a member of the Board of AUMP was only to be concerned with the performance of that entity.
Jon knew that the parent entity Board was the one with ultimate responsibility for control over the organization.
The parent Board was comprised of a large number of AHERF employees, as well as outside individuals.  The
AHERF employees included the CEO, the chief medical officers of each of AHERFÕs major hospitals, and the
chairs of each of five Òsupported organizationsÓ within AHERF.1  These employees were all ex-officio Board
members, but each of them had voting rights.
The outside Board members consisted primarily of senior executives of some of PennsylvaniaÕs major
corporations. While these individuals brought considerable business experience to the Board, most of them had little
or no background in health care, auditing, financial accounting, legal compliance, or human relations. The
guidelines for selection of new Board members indicated that appropriate individuals were persons who had
Òdemonstrated the requisite experience, skills, interest and ability to represent various aspects of the community
served by [AHERF]."
Board members, who were referred to as trustees, were appointed for initial one-year terms. Subsequent to the
initial year, the trustee could serve up to three additional years. These terms were staggered in order to assure some
degree of continuity on the Board. While compensation for outside Board members was below what was typically
paid by for-profit organizations, members did enjoy the perk of an annual retreat held in a posh Caribbean hotel.
The parent Board was divided into six sub-committees. Some of these committees paralleled those that typically
exist in for-profit organizations. They were the Executive Committee, the Compensation Committee, the Finance
Committee, and the Audit Committee. The functions of these committees, as described in AHERFÕs Board by-laws,
were as follows:
Executive Committee: This committee included the chair, vice chair, CEO, chair of the finance committee, chairs
of AHERF’s "supported organizations" (including AGH, Allegheny University of the Health Sciences (AUHS), and
the Allegheny Integrated Health Group), and others as appointed by the Board Chair. As AHERF’s crisis progressed,
the executive committee increased its meeting schedule from four times per year to biweekly.
Compensation Committee: A key responsibility of the compensation committee was to make compensation
consistent across the AHERF system, and police for unreasonable compensation. This committee was also charged
with overseeing acquisitions of physician practices, partnerships, and joint ventures to "assure that they . . . reflect
reasonable payment for goods and services." The committee was also supposed to implement the annual Board
review of management.
Finance Committee: This committee was comprised of external trustees, except for the AHERF CFO and General
Counsel, both of whom served in an ex-officio capacity, and the CEO, the latter having full voting privileges. A
major charge to this committee was to oversee the finances of the entire corporation, including its "continued
financial viability."
Audit Committee: The audit committee was comprised entirely of external Board members, with a chair appointed
by the AHERF Board Chair. This committee reviewed the organization’s system of internal control, met with the
outside auditors, and reviewed the findings published in external financial statements.
Two additional committees were established under the Board by-laws. These committees were known as the
Committee on Trustees and the Foundation Ethics Committee. The first of these committees was assigned the task
of reviewing all of the other Boards in AHERFÕs system. The review was to encompass the Òmembership,
organization, and performanceÓ of each Board. The by-laws did not specify who was to serve on this committee.
The function of the Foundation Ethics Committee was to oversee the development and implementation of a code of
ethics that would be applied across the entire enterprise. There is no indication that such a code was ever created or
applied within the organization.
As Jon reflected on the structure of AHERF, he thought about how critical good information was to any
oversight function. In the case of the AHERF Board, the value of information was affected by several factors
including source, timeliness and content. In his discussions with former Board members, Jon had learned that most
of the information that came to the Board was supplied by the CEO. Much of this information, voluminous in its
details, was provided just before, or during, Board meetings. One piece of data that was usually distributed at a
                                                           
1 An example of a supported organization is Allegheny University Medical Practices, the subsidiary that was the
umbrella organization for 240 physician practices.
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Board meeting was a cash flow analysis showing cash coming into the organization, going out of the organization,
and moving between various entities within AHERF. Retrospectively, one Board member commented that so much
money was Òmoved back and forth [among AHERF divisions and facilities] that we never saw the dollars that were
missing. We had a cash problem for three or four years and didnÕt really know it.Ó
Jon also knew that the way in which information is presented can be critical to its interpretation. He recalled one
Board memberÕs statement that prior to 1996, Allegheny General HospitalÕs financial reports had shown results of
regular operations separately from its investment income.  Starting in 1996, these numbers were aggregated. As a
result, some operating losses were netted against income from investments.
RED FLAGS
Jon acknowledged that the Board members had probably failed to some degree in not having seen AHERFÕs
problems soon enough.  But werenÕt there others who might have seen the signs of impending doom?  What about
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)?  AHERF was not publicly held, but it did issue bonds to the
public. Therefore, it was required to file financial information with the agency under SEC Rule 15C2-12.  Did any
Pennsylvania or other Federal agencies bear any responsibility?  What about the state attorney general, the Federal
Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Health and Human Services? Who was
really there to protect the people of Pennsylvania and the surrounding states?
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1 .  What factors made Philadelphia an attractive or unattractive market for the expansion efforts of
AHERF?
2. What factors appear to be the underlying causes of the bankruptcy of AHERF?
3.  Whose role is it to question the assumptions that are guiding decision making in an organization?
Executive management?  The Board of Directors?
4 .  At what points, or under what circumstances, should an organization re-assess its most basic
assumptions?
5. What is your opinion of the content and operational validity of AHERFÕs mission statement?
6. Evaluate the structure and membership of the various Boards, and Board committees, that existed at
AHERF.
7. What limitations constrained the effective functioning of the Boards?
8. What responsibility, if any, did the AHERF Boards have:
A. To the State of Pennsylvania?
B. For long-range strategic planning at AHERF?
9. In what respects did the Board of Directors of AHERF fail to meet the recommendations of the Blue
Ribbon Committee on Improving the Effectiveness of Corporate Audit Committees?




• The Blue Ribbon Committee Report on Improving Audit Committee Effectiveness is at http://
• KPMG sponsors a web site on audit committees at http://www.us.kpmg.com/auditcommittee.
•  See also the speech by SEC Chief Accountant Lynn Turner entitled Audit Committees: A Road Map for
Establishing Accountability.  Look under speeches at the SECÕs web site at http://www.sec.gov.
MISSION STATEMENT
•  An article dealing with the content of a mission statement can be found at
http://www.tgci.com/publications/98fall/MissionStatement.html.
NEWPAPER ARTICLES ON AHERF
• See the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette articles at http://www.post-gazette.com/AHERF/.
• SEC ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
• SEC Enforcement Actions related to AHERF are available at http://www.sec.gov.  Go to this site and click on
litigation or do a search using AHERF as the search term.
ARTICLE ON PERSONAL INTEGRITY
• See the excellent article entitled ÒPersonal Integrity and AccountabilityÓ by Roger Boisjoly in the March 1993
issue of Accounting Horizons, pages 59-69.
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Appendix A
AHERF Timeline
* The first half of the following chronology, from 1886 to 1997, is reprinted from "AHERF: Anatomy of a
Bankruptcy" by Steve Massey in the Pittsburgh Post Gazette, January 29, 1999.
1886 On Feb.15, the 50-bed Allegheny General Hospital opens the door to its first patients, becoming the only
hospital in what was then the city of Allegheny and 20 years later would become the North Side.
1933 Ground is broken for a new hospital, which is to be a 22-story high-rise, one of the nation’s first
skyscraper hospitals. But the Depression and cost overruns stall construction almost four years, until the
U.S. Public Works Administration agrees to a $2 million loan to complete the $8 million building.
1968 Allegheny General opens a heart center, followed by a cancer study center a year later.
1969 The second heart transplant in the city is performed at Allegheny General.
1978 Allegheny General launches LifeFlight Emergency trauma service, becoming the first hospital in the
region to offer helicopter flights for emergencies.
1980 Allegheny General opens the region’s first sports medicine center.
1981 A new $104 million pavilion opens, replacing the South tower as the operating and patient center.
1983 Allegheny General issues $66 million in bonds.
1985 Allegheny General uses two artificial heart pumps to keep a 60-year-old man alive for five days until his
own heart resumes beating.
1986 Allegheny General Board selects new CEO.
1987 Allegheny General strikes an agreement to take control of the Medical College of Pennsylvania, and
completes the partnership in April 1988, pledging an infusion of $40 million to $60 million into the
Philadelphia medical school.
1988 Allegheny General issues $60 million in bonds.
1991 United Hospitals Inc., a group of four hospitals in the Philadelphia area, joins the Allegheny system.
Allegheny says it will not assume United’s $137 million of bond debt, but ultimately does. Allegheny
Health Services is renamed Allegheny Health, Education and Research Foundation, effective July 1992.
AHERF begins acquiring doctorsÕ practices for a physician network. Allegheny General issues $60
million in bonds.
1993 Hahnemann University joins the Allegheny network, forming one of the largest medical schools in the
country in combination with MCP and giving AHERF a major Philadelphia stake, with four acute-care
hospitals with 2,000 beds.
1994 Hahnemann and MCP are merged to form one medical school, Medical College of Pennsylvania and
Hahnemann University.
1995 MCPHU re-establishes a School of Nursing and begins developing a School of Public Health. Allegheny
General issues $100 million in bonds.
1996 AHERF issues $365 million in bonds for its Philadelphia medical school and hospitals. AHERF takes
over management of the Graduate Health System’s hospital affiliates. It says Graduate will remain
responsible for the hospital system’s $174 million of bond and related debt, but ultimately that is
transferred to AHERF. AHERF commits $100 million to develop and support cancer programs through
its statewide health care system.
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1997 Forbes Health System merges into the AHERF system, followed months later by Allegheny Valley
Hospital and Canonsburg Hospital. The moves add more than $121 million of bond debt. AHERF
unveils plans for a $100 million Center City Philadelphia office and power plant project.
June 13 Moody’s Investor Service warns that nonprofit hospitals in the Philadelphia area face a riskier climate as
insurers slash payments. It applauds Pittsburgh-based Allegheny Health Education and Research
Foundation (AHERF) for consolidating clinical and teaching functions at Hahnemann University and
Medical College of Pennsylvania.
Aug. 20 AHERF says it will close Mount Sinai Hospital. Jobs lost: 500.
Oct. 13 AHERF announces 1,200 employee layoffs, says executive salaries will be trimmed and medical school
faculty members’ salaries will be linked to productivity. CEO describes this as "the worst day of my life,"
and predicts the Philadelphia hospitals will lose $110 million for the year.
1998
March 12 AHERF says it will sell six of its nine Philadelphia-area hospitals to Vanguard Health Systems, a
privately held, for-profit company in Nashville. The price is pegged at more than $300 million.
March 20 Allegheny University, with 1,357 students and 1,208 full-time faculty, projects a $26 million loss for the
current year and a $32 million deficit for the next. Department heads are told to generate more revenue.
April 28 CEO, saying Allegheny’s Philadelphia hospitals would lose $200 million for the year, nearly twice his
October projection, acknowledges that AHERF’s aggressive expansion has failed.
May 22 Moody’s Investors Service, noting that AHERF had to transfer $115 million from its Pittsburgh to its
Philadelphia operations, says Allegheny’s "balance sheet position has shown noted deterioration" and
may not recover.
June 6 CEO is ousted as chief executive and president of AHERF, posts he held for 12 years. The top official for
its western Pennsylvania operations becomes CEO.
June 1 Allegheny University’s five highest-paid medical school faculty members collectively had base salaries
of $6 million in fiscal 1997, which was in excess of pay given comparable faculty at competing
institutions in the area.
June 2 Failing to reach agreement, Vanguard Health withdraws its bid for six Allegheny hospitals.
June 28 AHERF is losing $27 million a month and its Philadelphia hospitals are 90 to 120 days behind in paying
their bills, and are delaying elective surgeries in the face of shortages of medical and housekeeping
supplies.
July 1 CEO orders pay cuts of 15 percent to 25 percent for Allegheny employees who earn more than $100,000,
and notifies 818 non-tenured faculty they may not be re-appointed.
July 6 AHERF asks its largest union to forgo a 3 percent pay raise. The Hospital and Nursing Home Employees
Union District 1 199C says it will not give up the raises but might defer them.
July 8 Moody’s downgrades two groups of Allegheny bonds and warns that Allegheny may fail to pay back
$160 million in debt.
July 13 MBIA  Insurance Corp., which insures $371 million in Allegheny debt, urges Allegheny to avoid
bankruptcy by selling all of its hospitals. Allegheny says a total sale is not under consideration.
July 14 Pennsylvania Governor Ridge and Philadelphia Mayor Rendell, alarmed at Allegheny’s financial
condition, pledge to speed up government bill payments to infuse $11 million into the system’s coffers.
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July 15 The Philadelphia Inquirer reports that federal laws would prohibit continued funding of $43 million in
loans to Allegheny students if Allegheny were to file for bankruptcy protection. Also jeopardized: $56
million in federal grant money for research.
July 16  Congress passes a law to protect federally backed student loans if Allegheny University’s parent
organization declares bankruptcy.
July 17 Vanguard Health Systems, Inc. makes a formal offer to buy all nine of AHERF’s hospitals in the
Philadelphia region.
July 21 AHERF files for bankruptcy protection for nearly all of its Philadelphia operations and tells the court it
cannot meet payroll on July 24 without an immediate infusion of $150 million. AHERF lists $1.3 billion
in debts.
July 23 A $100 million emergency loan is approved by a federal bankruptcy judge so Allegheny can meet
payroll.
July 30 Tenet Health Corp. of Santa Barbara, Calif. becomes the second for-profit hospital company to bid on
AHERF’s Philadelphia hospitals. The amount of the bid is undisclosed.
July 31 AHERF signs a definitive agreement to sell its eight Southeastern Pennsylvania hospitals to Vanguard
Health System Inc. of Nashville for $460 million, and agrees to sell its Rancocas hospital to Our Lady of
Lourdes Medical Center of Camden for $45 million.
Aug. 6 Bankruptcy Judge approves Allegheny’s request to borrow up to $100 million from Madeleine LLC. The
judge also approves the lender’s position as the first to be repaid.
Aug. 1 Tenet bids $465 million for AHERF’s eight Southeastern Pennsylvania hospitals, $5 million more than
Vanguard Health.
Aug. 16 The Philadelphia Inquirer reports that Allegheny leaders shifted millions from endowments reserved for
research, education and patient care.
Aug. 17 CEO appoints a special committee of trustees and faculty to investigate the use of all endowed and
restricted funds.
Aug. 18 The state Attorney General’s Office asks AHERF to provide copies of deeds and documents concerning
the donation and use of all of its endowed and restricted funds.
Aug. 27 AHERF says it will try to recover more than $6 million it paid in deferred compensation and guaranteed
loans for six senior executives in the months before it filed for bankruptcy.
Sept. 15 Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia indicates a serious interest in buying St. Christopher’s Hospital for
Children.
Sept. 17 The Attorney General moves to become an unsecured creditor, seeking to recover charitable assets
apparently spent in an attempt to avoid financial collapse. It asks AHERF for more information about its
finances, widening the scope of the agency’s investigation of the ailing system.
Sept. 2 As value of Allegheny assets declines, because of defections and uncertainty, Tenet says it probably will
not bid, but that no final decision has been reached. Allegheny University and Drexel University officials
discuss forming a partnership to save the bankrupt MCP Hahnemann School of Medicine and three
professional schools.
Sept. 25 The formal bidding process comes to a close. Tenet and Children’s Hospital say they are not interested in
buying any Allegheny assets. Temple University Health Systems offers to buy St. Christopher’s for $12.5
million. The Zurbrugg Health Foundation bids for Allegheny University.
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Sept. 26 Faced with a Sept.28 deadline to make a recommendation to the judge, AHERF and its creditors
negotiate all weekend and come up with a slate of options.
Sept. 28 Vanguard says its bid will be significantly less than $460 million, leaving AHERF and its creditors with
no obvious bidder. Bankruptcy Court records show that while the former CEO pledged to cut executive
salaries after it laid off 1,200 people last fall, he himself got a raise and seven other executives got hefty
bonuses.
Sept. 29 After an all-night session, AHERF and its creditors report to Bankruptcy Judge that Tenet has emerged
with a $345 million offer that will save the university. The judge accepts the bid.
Oct. 21 The sale of Allegheny is closed. AHERF’ s Philadelphia-area hospitals are owned by Tenet.
1999
April 27 AHERF’s bankruptcy trustee sues three former executives of the AHERF system for $3.8 million,
contending that the former CEO, CFO and general counsel conspired to undermine AHERF’s creditors.
The suit alleges that the three drew $3.8 million in deferred compensation from the employee stock
option plan just as AHERF filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.
May 1 The net proceeds to AHERF from the sale of its eight Philadelphia hospitals to Tenet Healthcare
Corporation for $345 million dropped to $44.4 million. AHERF’s creditors are owed $1.5 billion and are
seeking AHERF’s assets beyond the sale proceeds, including a $200 million executive lawsuit liability
insurance fund.
June 21 Several directors and top officials of AHERF make an appearance before U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judge
David McCullough.
June 28 Seeking damages of more than $1 billion, creditors ask for the right to sue AHERF and at least ten
current or former directors and officers in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court in Pittsburgh. Creditors allege
officers and directors breached their fiduciary responsibility.
July 21 West Penn Health System wins approval in Orphan’s Court to affiliate with Allegheny University
Hospitals-West, ending a five-month effort and coinciding with the one-year anniversary of the $1.5
billion bankruptcy of AUH-West’s parent foundation, AHERF. West Penn plans a two-step transaction,
affiliating to create a not-for-profit system to replace AHERF as the owner of Allegheny General
Hospital and three affiliates: Forbes Health System, Cannonsburg Hospital, and Allegheny Valley
Hospital. After infusing those hospitals with $25 million, West Penn will proceed to the merger phase,
which requires it to "restructure and refinance an estimated $500 million in debts." AUH-West will also
drop a $150 million claim they had filed against their parent.
August 4 West Penn Health System and AUH-West combine under a new name - West Penn Allegheny Health
System.
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As Sheri walked back to her office from the morning’s meeting, she was painfully aware that the other executives 
and managers were splitting up into lunch groups and leaving the office, and she was without an invitation. 
However, she wasn’t surprised. After the report she had just presented to them, they had a lot to think about. The 
report was difficult for some to accept. First, the news wasn’t good. Second, she wasn’t able to answer a number of 
penetrating questions as to the exact reason that revenue was flat this last year for TechMall, nor could Sheri provide 
a rational plan for what needed to happen this upcoming year to reenergize the revenue line and improve profits. 
However, given the fact that her finance team had worked hard just to close the books and get the numbers to Sheri 
in time for the meeting, there had simply not been time to perform a thorough analysis of the unexpected results. At 
the end of the meeting, Doug Liddle, the CEO, announced that the group would reconvene in exactly one week to 
receive from Sheri a more complete analysis and her recommendations. Sheri knew that there would be a lot of 
tough questions at that next meeting, and the TechMall management certainly had a right to expect that their CFO 
would return with some good answers. She had a lot of work to do this week. The challenge for Sheri was that this 
analysis needed to focus on revenues. However, her accounting background, like that of most accounting 
professionals, has been focused much more on cost analysis rather than revenue analysis. As she closed her office 
door and settled back into her chair, Sheri was thinking about her past education and experience with managing cost 
drivers. She mused to herself, “Just like costs, there are certainly specific forces that determine revenue for every 
company. So the process of planning, controlling, and evaluating revenue is really a matter of identifying the 
revenue drivers, right?” With that thought, Sheri buzzed her secretary to order in lunch (again), and then she turned 
to a fairly detailed report on a number of metrics that her controller had just placed on her desk. 
                                                 
1 All characters, events, companies, and business structures presented in this case are entirely fictional. 
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Background
TechMall.com, the brainchild of three ambitious professionals, is a classic Internet startup company in Madison,
Wisconsin.  Doug Liddle, a seasoned entrepreneur, identified the early growth potential of Internet companies like
Netscape, Yahoo, and Amazon.com.  Eager to be a Òfirst mover,Ó Doug contacted his friend, Steve Tambasco, who
was heavily involved in sales and distribution of electronics and related equipment.  Doug was certain his vision of
the Internet future could somehow be merged with SteveÕs excellent understanding of and connections within the
electronics distribution industry.  After a lot of research, both Doug and Steve were confident that an Internet
channel of electronics merchants, essentially a virtual mall of Òcyber stores,Ó could be successfully established and
achieve early profits.  They felt that electronics merchants and their customers would be some of the early denizens
of e-commerce.  Many of these merchants were focusing on the Internet, but they were not sure how to proceed to
integrate the Internet with their businesses.
Doug and Steve identified two critical needs of these merchants.  First, they needed a complete e-commerce
solution that provided hosting, website development, registration in a key search engine, inventory management and
fulfillment/shipping, and the ability to process customer payments. Second, these hopeful Internet merchants needed
this complete e-commerce solution to be easy, stable, and relatively inexpensive.
Doug and Steve realized at this point that they needed to recruit individuals with Internet technical ability.
Fortunately, as a result of some past business dealings, Doug had come to know a number of sharp software and
database engineers.  The brightest was a woman currently working as a project supervisor for a large local
networking company in MadisonÑKristi Smith-Meyers.  Doug made the lunch appointment.  It turned out to be an
obvious match.  Kristi was anxious to move on with her career.  Doug and Steve were also quite pleased to discover
that Kristi had a lot of ideas about how the technology should work.  Further, she was confident that she could
assemble the necessary engineers for their new company.
With Kristi on board, they were ready to officially launch their Internet portal company or IPC.  TechMall.com,
Inc. was formed with Doug as CEO, Kristi as Chief Technology Officer or CTO, and Steve as Vice-President of
Marketing.  Kristi began establishing a server and building a host site.  One by one, engineers were recruited from
other companies and assigned the tasks of building websites, customizing a search engine package, and integrating
the web store sites with the fledgling payment processing technologies coming on to the market.  The biggest
challenge turned out to be creating an inventory system that allowed merchants to build and maintain a unique mix
of product and prices while seamlessly providing receiving and shipping capability from both the merchantÕs own
physical warehouse, as well as from key electronic parts distributors.  Typical of many IPCs, TechMall initially
offered its portal services free of charge to merchants during its beta test period.  Merchants understood that the
service they received in the TechMall portal during the beta period were subject to downtimes and other technical
difficulties while the technology was being developed, and that there would eventually be service charges put in
place once the technology was proven.
While Kristi focused on the technology, Doug began identifying investors in anticipation of their first formal
round of funding.  However, most of DougÕs time was spent working with Steve on marketing.  SteveÕs connections
in the electronics wholesale and retail industry, which were deep and wide, turned out to be a critical component of
the companyÕs eventual success.  Steve understood that for TechMall.com to successfully orchestrate a first-mover
strategy, it would need to identify and quickly bring large blocks of electronics merchants into its virtual mall.  The
process he followed was one of creating partnerships with Òmerchant aggregators,Ó  defined as any organization that
had already established business relations with significant numbers of electronics parts and products retailers.  The
potential merchant aggregators for TechMall included manufacturers, wholesalers/distributors, and industry
organizations and associations.  Even magazines and other consumer electronic trade publications were possible
partners who could sell space in the TechMall virtual mall to their subscriber base. Steve scheduled meetings with
key individuals at the various organizations where he presented TechMallÕs business plan, technology, and revenue
sharing model.  He knew exactly what issues were key to creating excitement in these organizations, and much of
that excitement centered on the TechMall model of revenue residual splits, i.e., sharing revenue from merchant
clients with the organizations that brought those clients into the TechMall portal.
Exhibit 1 depicts the structure of TechMallÕs relationships with its merchant clients and its merchant
aggregators.  In this relationship, the merchant aggregator establishes a partnership with TechMall to sell space in
the TechMall virtual mall to its own collection of merchants.  Once set up in the TechMall channel, the merchant
client sells electronic goods and services to its own customers within the TechMall channel.  TechMallÕs virtual mall
technology facilitates delivery to the customer and, in a manner similar to the function of a traditional credit card
processor, collects the sales price and remits the sales prices, less all transaction fees, back to the merchant client.  In
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addition to the initial setup fee gathered from the merchant, TechMall also collects a fixed monthly maintenance fee
(also called a Statement Fee) and a fee on each sales transaction (which is variable based on the dollar volume of the
merchantÕs transactions).  All three types of fees are remitted directly to TechMall, which then splits these revenues
with the appropriate merchant aggregator using a predetermined revenue split ratio.
Doug, Steve, and Kristi all agreed that TechMall would roll out service charges to merchant clients once the
technology was stable and there was a critical mass of at least 500 merchants registered in the TechMall system.  As
the first year of operations wound down, it was clear that the company would be able to start collecting revenues
beginning with January of the following year. The price list was prepared based on market analyses and feedback
from merchants already in the system.  Steve essentially was in charge of developing the standard price list, though
it is important to note that he and his marketing team retain the ability to amend fees and the partner split as needed
in the process of negotiations with TechMallÕs partners.  TechMallÕs partners (i.e., the merchant aggregators) use
these negotiated fees in the process of selling merchant clients into TechMallÕs portal system.  The TechMall
revenue model is listed below.
Standard Pricing Schedule
Nonrefundable Setup Fee:  $750 (merchants set up in beta test period were not charged this fee)
Monthly Statement Fee:    $50 (no charge for initial setup month)
Transaction Fee:        2% of total sales dollars ($200 maximum fee per sale transaction)
Partner Split: 70:30 (i.e., 30 percent of all merchant fees are remitted by TechMall
to the merchant aggregator partner)
Both Steve and Doug felt that the strength of this surprisingly simple model was the potential to create revenue
and cash in both the early stage and the mature stage of TechMallÕs life cycle.  As partners (merchant aggregators)
worked to sell and set up their Internet-hopeful electronics merchants into the TechMall system, large setup fees
were immediately generated.  Later, as these merchantsÕ new e-commerce businesses grew and became successful,
TechMall and its partners were positioned to grow and become successful with merchants by sharing two percent of
the total sales value of each customer transaction.  One important aspect of this revenue model is that TechMall is
motivated to help merchant clients grow their businesses.  Further, even if merchants with virtual stores within the
portal struggled to grow their e-commerce business, TechMall expected to generate a decent ongoing revenue
stream via the monthly statement fee.  The initial financial results of this revenue model were impressive.  Unlike
many e-commerce companies, TechMall began generating significant operating profits and positive cash flows soon
after starting operations.
The early months of TechMallÕs history were full of excitement and hard work.  Once the revenue model was
put in place in January of the second year of operations, there was little time to consider how well key internal
aspects of the company were performing.  SteveÕs growing sales team was consumed with contracting new merchant
aggregator partners while Kristi and her team put in 80-hour workweeks fueled by pizza and caffeine.  Doug, as
CEO, exhausted himself managing the growth as new employees were hired and new office locations were acquired.
By the end of the second year there were more than 3,200 merchants set up in the TechMall portal.  This number
more than doubled to over 8,000 merchants by the end of the third year.  TechMall soon began getting attention
from big companies and investors in the e-commerce industry.
Sometime late in the third year of TechMallÕs operations, much of DougÕs attention shifted from managing
growth to discussions with attorneys who thought it might be time for TechMall to execute an IPO.  In addition,
inquiries were surfacing that indicated a merger or acquisition of TechMall could be on the horizon.  Early in the
fourth year, two large Internet portal companies contacted Doug within days of one another to invite him to consider
selling or merging his company with theirs.  Within 60 days of that first call, after surprisingly little serious due
diligence on the part of the buying company, TechMall was acquired by Wahoo.com, a multifaceted Internet
company out of Austin, Texas.  On the day of its acquisition, TechMall was barely three and a half years old with a
total of 42 employees.  It had nearly 9,000 merchants in its virtual mall.  The previous year, TechMall had reported
revenues of $5.15 million and net income of $2.46 million.  The total acquisition price was $55.5 million in cash and
stock.
Sheri Brinker, an aggressive and extremely competent CPA from a local firm, entered this enviable company
shortly after the acquisition as TechMallÕs first CFO.  Wahoo.com, TechMallÕs new Òmother company,Ó was a very
well managed public company trading on the NASDAQ at a market cap of close to $4 billion.  None of the three
founders had any experience with a public company and public reporting responsibilities.  And, due to the rich cash
flow of the business, TechMall had never needed a loan.  That fact, coupled with its investorsÕ enthusiastic faith in
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the company and its founders, meant that no CPA had actually done anything more with TechMall than file
quarterly tax returns.  Hence, it was made clear to Doug by Wahoo that TechMall needed someone with strong
accounting skills and good finance experience to help merge the company into the infrastructure of WahooÕs
corporate reporting system.  Although Sheri did not have much experience in accounting for e-commerce
companies, she was the top candidate for the job.
There was a lot of work to do during the acquisition year to get a formal financial control and accounting
system established and to prepare TechMall for its first audit.  One thing that Sheri didnÕt have to worry about,
though, was TechMallÕs core business.  Through its fourth year of operations, merchant aggregators continued to
bring more electronics merchants into the TechMall portalÑand revenues, income, and cash continued to flow.
The fourth year (TechMallÕs first year as a Wahoo subsidiary) came to a close. As Sheri worked through
January of the following year to close the books and prepare financial statements for the auditors, it was clear that
TechMallÕs stellar financial growth was slowing.  Concerned, Sheri prepared the following preliminary key
performance indicators in preparation for the weekly executive team meeting (below).
Key Performance Indicators
Fourth Year Third Year
Number of New Merchants Added 4,883 4,751
Total Number of Merchant Sales Transactions 1,494,547 315,450
Total Merchant Sales Dollars Processed $87,470,566 $12,616,436
Average Ratio of Transacting Merchants to Total Merchants 45.5% 37.7%
On one hand, these performance indicators suggested to Sheri that TechMallÕs financial progress was continuing, at
least in terms of merchants actively transacting within the TechMall system.  This progress appeared to be
underscored by an improving balance sheet and a strong cash flow statement (see Exhibits 2 and 3).
On the other hand, growth in new merchants coming into the system was clearly flat, at best. And, despite the
apparent strength of the balance sheet and cash flow statement, net income had declined sharply from the previous
year (see Exhibit 4).  Sheri noted that costs were increasing very fast.  This increase was not particularly surprising
to her given the fact that TechMall was transitioning from a small entrepreneur shop into a large company and a
major player in the e-commerce industry.  The infrastructure of the company was naturally growing as more
employees were hired, technology was purchased, and facilities were expandedÑall of these costs apparently
necessary to support TechMallÕs fast growth. However, Sheri was concerned that there may be fundamental
weaknesses developing within the revenue stream that could have much more serious effect on both income and
cash flow than the growing costs.  Sheri received a lot of training as an accounting major at her university in cost
analysis and management.  However, she now found it ironic that there had been very little discussion of revenue
management and analysis.  So, without much direct benefit from her accounting texts, Sheri prepared to begin an
analysis of TechMallÕs revenues.  Still, perhaps there were one or two concepts she might be able to use from her
old economics classes.  As she reviewed her controllerÕs extended report on monthly performance metrics for the
last three years (Exhibit 5), Sheri tried to recall the concept of marginal decreasing returns and economies (or
diseconomies) of scale.  She wondered if TechMallÕs dramatic cost increases were economically justified.   Perhaps
more important, it appeared that as the company continued to add more merchants to its system, the marginal value
of merchants in terms of revenue was decreasing.
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Questions: Analyze TechMallÕs financial statements and monthly performance indicators and answer the following
questions.
1) Identify what seem to be the important trends in TechMallÕs financial statements. Are these trends
consistent with TechMallÕs strategy and the economics of a growing company?
2) Prepare a diagram for the next executive meeting that illustrates what factors determine or drive
TechMallÕs revenue.  Use the monthly revenue data and performance metrics in Exhibit 5 to assess
important trends in these revenue drivers.  What does or should TechMall do to manage these drivers.  For
example, the number of merchants set up each month, combined with the average setup fee, drives
TechMallÕs setup fee revenue each month.  What then can TechMall realistically do to effectively manage
these two revenue drivers (i.e., the volume of merchant setups or the size of the setup fee)?
3) What important points does Sheri need to communicate to her colleagues on the executive committee? In
light of TechMallÕs strategy, what can the CFO office do to better support the company in pursuit of a
strong revenue model? Be sure to consider the realistic impact of competition and customer demands on the
effort to effectively manage revenue at TechMall.
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Exhibit 1
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  monthly statement fees to
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remits sales price less the
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 Sells TechMall
 services to Pays commission to
Note:
To clearly understand how TechMall currently recognizes revenue, it is important to visualize the money flow in a
typical merchant transaction in the TechMall portal.  If a TechMall merchant sells a hard drive, for example, to a
customer for $200, the TechMall Internet technology handles both the payment processing and the inventory
management aspects of the sale.  When the transaction is completed and all payment events have settled, TechMall
will have deposited $196 in the merchantÕs bank account and retained $4 as the transaction fee ($200 x 2%).
TechMall will then split the $4 revenue residual 70:30 by depositing $1.20 ($4 x 30%) into the partnerÕs bank
account.  Currently, in this case, TechMall will book the $4 as revenue and recognize $1.20 in commission
expense.  The $196 deposited into the merchantÕs bank account is never considered by TechMall to be a source of
revenue.
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Exhibit 2
TechMall.com, Inc.
Comparative Balance Sheets as of December 31
˚ Year 4 Year 3 Year 2 Year 1
ASSETS ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Current Assets: ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Cash (non-restricted operating)     $4,216,600    $2,360,990    $1,013,004     $  3,215
Cash (restricted non-operating)       2,236,730         748,270         361,561
Total cash     $6,453,330    $3,109,260    $1,374,565     $  3,215
Accounts receivable, gross       2,405,598      1,016,468         376,235
Allowance for uncollectible A/R        (672,586)        (279,774)         (44,600)
Accounts receivable, net    $1,733,012     $  736,694    $  331,635
Note receivable         928,725         220,000
Total Current Assets    $8,186,342    $4,774,679    $1,926,200     $ 3,215
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Long Term Assets: ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
PPE     $1,141,435     $  730,243    $   317,108     $27,233
Accumulated depreciation        (297,275)          (90,665)         (34,589)        (9,251)
Net Fixed Assets     $  844,160     $  639,578    $  282,519     $17,982
Other long term assets             6,868             4,353            2,847         1,548
Total Assets    $9,037,370    $5,418,610    $2,211,566     $22,745
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Current Liabilities: ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Accounts payable     $    67,684     $    31,477    $      6,132      $ 1,258
Deferred revenue         817,175         466,837         162,351
Trust fund (on behalf of merchants)       2,236,730         748,270         361,561
Accrued state tax liability           85,841           43,117          15,256
Total Liabilities    $3,207,430    $1,289,701    $   545,300      $ 1,258
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Shareholders Equity ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Retained earnings      5,629,940      3,928,909      1,466,266      (78,513)
Stockholder’s equity         200,000         200,000         200,000     100,000
Total Liabilities and Equity    $9,037,370  $   5,418,610    $2,211,566      $22,745
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Notes to Balance Sheet:
TechMall temporarily holds in trust significant levels of cash (restricted) that represent settled merchant transactions yet
to be transferred to merchant accounts.
TechMall had a close relationship with one of its key merchant aggregators in Years 2 and 3 that involved significant
short-term loans from TechMall (i.e., the note receivable in Year 2 and Year 3).  The merchant aggregator repaid all
loans in Year 4.
Other long-term assets include deposits made for rental real estate.
Deferred revenue represents unamortized merchant setup fees.  TechMall.com capitalizes and amortizes merchant setup
fee revenue in accordance with SAB 101
Trust fund represents transactions funds that have not yet been released to merchants.
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Exhibit 3
TechMall.com, Inc.
Comparative Statement of Cash Flows as of December 31
˚ Year 4 Year 3 Year 2 Year 1
Net Income    $1,701,031   $2,462,642   $1,544,779   $(78,513)
Operating Activities ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Adjustment to Operating Activities: ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Depreciation and Amortization         206,610          56,076         25,338        9,251
Bad Debt Expense         392,812        235,174         44,600
(Increase)/Decrease in Accounts Receivable     (1,389,130)       (640,233)      (376,235)
Increase/(Decrease) in Accounts Payable          36,207          25,345           4,874        1,258
Increase/(Decrease) in Deferred Revenue       350,338         304,486        162,351
Increase/(Decrease) in Merchant Trust Fund      1,488,460         386,709        361,561
Increase/(Decrease) in Tax Liabilities          42,724          27,861         15,256
Cash from Operating Activities    $2,829,052   $2,858,060   $1,782,524   $(68,004)
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Investing Activities ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
(Increase)/Decrease in Note Receivable         928,725       (708,725)       (220,000)
Cash paid for Property, Plant, & Equipment    $  (411,192)   $  (413,135)   $  (289,875)   $(27,233)
Cash paid for Other Assets           (2,515)           (1,506)           (1,299)       (1,548)
Cash from Investing Activities    $   515,018  $(1,123,366)   $  (511,174)   $(28,781)
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Financing Activities ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Issuance of stock   $   100,000   $ 99,999
Cash from Financing Activities    $              0   $               0   $   100,000   $ 99,999
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Cash and Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Period    $3,109,260   $1,374,565   $       3,215
Add Total Change in Cash      3,344,070     1,734,694     1,271,350   $(96,785)
Cash and Cash Equivalents at the End of the Period    $6,453,330   $3,109,259   $1,374,565   $   3,214
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚




for Years ending December 31
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ Year 4 Year 3 Year 2 Year 1
Setup Fee Revenue       $2,831,109       $3,088,564     $1,948,063
Statement Fee Revenue         2,535,594         1,818,312          883,506
Transaction Fee Revenue         1,577,520           248,632            15,397
Total Revenues       $6,944,223      $5,155,508     $2,846,966
Cost of sales           790,890           174,672            73,410     $  5,111
Gross Profit      $6,153,333      $4,980,836     $2,773,556     $ (5,111)
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Operating Expenses: ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Partner Commission      $2,933,844      $1,815,236     $   888,667
General and Administrative           438,950           149,261            60,481     $ 14,512
Research and Development           917,646           385,963          140,597        53,401
Sales and Marketing           395,721           160,091            60,353          5,489
Total Operating Expenses      $4,686,161      $2,510,551     $1,150,098     $ 73,402
Operating Income      $1,467,172      $2,470,285     $1,623,458     $(78,513)
Interest Income           361,894           177,718            37,595
Net Income before Taxes      $1,829,066      $2,648,003     $1,661,053     $(78,513)
State Income Taxes           128,035           185,360          116,274
Net Income      $1,701,031      $2,462,642     $1,544,779     $(78,513)
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
Notes to Income Statements:
Cost of sales is largely composed of dedicated leased line costs necessary support Internet transaction
volumes in the TechMall portal.
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NEW WORLD, NEW BENEFITS
Paul Kimmel, Associate Professor
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Terry D. Warfield, Associate Professor
The University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
John Gribble, Partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Florham Park, New Jersey
Alex Wallace, a senior level staff member at the public accounting firm of Norris and Wilson, has been asked to
provide an analysis of various retirement benefit plans for one of his clients, NewWorld Publishing Inc.  For over 90
years, NewWorld has published textbooks for elementary and secondary education.  During the first 85 years, it
flourished in the stability provided by an unchanging environment. However, during the past 7 years, technology
dramatically changed the publishing world.  While print media still remains an important component of instruction,
it is just one element in a collage that includes audio tapes, video tapes, interactive computer CDs, DVDs, and online
internet instruction. NewWorldÕs management was quick to recognize that if it was to survive and thrive in the
future it had to be aggressive in its adoption of new technologies and new business practices. For example, during
the most recent year, NewWorld sponsored live Web Cast interviews of scientists and explorers from such places as
Antarctica, the Amazon, and the depths of the Pacific Ocean.
The companyÕs efforts have been tremendously successful, with sales growing from $100 million to $400
million in just 5 years.  Development of new types of educational materials has required that the company hire many
new employees with the ability to work with this different media. The number of employees in the company has
grown from 200 to 350 during the last 5 years, and the average employeeÕs age has fallen from 48 to 35. Attracting
and retaining new Òtechnology savvyÓ employees is critical.   However, it is equally important that the company
retain its many experienced employees.  This is because many of the basic things that made its products successful
in the past are just as important today.   NewWorld has found that the key to success today is to get workers with
decades of experience in developing pedagogically sound instructional materials to work together with new
employees who are excited about the potential of new media.
Top management has recently become concerned that its employee benefit package is not as competitive as it
once was.  The labor market is very tight, and the company is concerned that it will be less able to attract qualified
new employees and that its current employees might leave for better benefits at other companies.  As a result,
NewWorld has been evaluating its compensation and benefit package.  NewWorldÕs existing pension plan is a
traditional defined benefit pension plan, which provides retirement benefits for its 350 employees and 100 retirees.
It provides benefits based on what it considers to be a simple formula where an employeeÕs annual benefit at
retirement is equal to 1.2 percent of the average of the employee’s three highest salary years, multiplied by the
number of years of service.  For example, if an employee worked 30 years, and his/her three highest salary years
were $58,000, $60,000, and $62,000, the average of the three highest years would be $60,000, and the annual
pension benefit would be:
30 years  X  $60,000  X  .012  =  $21,600.
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Additionally, during the late 1980s, when the company was trying to Òdownsize,Ó it added a stipulation in the
pension formula that, if an employee retired between the ages of 55 and 58, the multiplier jumped to 1.4 percent.
This feature was added to encourage more senior employees to retire early.  However, in todayÕs tight labor market,
the company would prefer that its experienced employees did not retire early.
In a recent survey of its employees, the companyÕs current pension plan was criticized as being difficult to
understand, and lacking in flexibility.   Employees found it difficult to understand because the pension benefit is
based on an employeeÕs future earnings, but they donÕt know what their future earnings will be until the future
actually occurs.  Thus, the existing plan creates uncertainty because employees never really know what their
retirement pension benefit is going to be.  Also, they didnÕt like the current plan because it isnÕt "portable."  That is,
if the employee goes to work for a different employer, he/she can not transfer the accumulated pension benefit.
In discussions with a benefit consultant at a major insurance company, NewWorld has developed three alternatives
for enhancing the current retirement benefit plan.
Alternative 1
Amend the current defined benefit plan to grant additional benefits to employees.  The benefit is increased by raising
the benefit multiplier from 1.2 percent to 1.3 percent. As such, these prior service costs would be granted to all of
the companyÕs eligible employees at the end of the current year, and would result in an increase in the projected
benefit obligation (as unrecognized prior service cost) of $600,000 at the beginning of 2001.  Given the average
service lives of the employees, amortization of this prior service cost in 2001 would be $90,000.
Alternative 2
Maintain the current defined benefit plan at the same level and establish a 401K defined contribution plan  in which
(a) employees can make voluntary before- and after-tax contributions (subject to limits prescribed in the U.S. tax
laws) and (b) the company contributes 4% of an eligible employeeÕs annual pay.  The plan would also provide
employees with a choice of mutual funds in which to direct their account balances. Given current staffing and salary
levels, NewWorld would make a $35,000 contribution to the 401K plan in 2001.  This is in addition to the
contribution made to fund the defined benefit plan (without an increase in prior service costs).
Alternative 3
Convert the current defined benefit plan into a "cash-balance" pension plan.  A cash balance plan combines features
of a defined contribution and defined benefit plan.  Like a defined benefit plan, employers bear the responsibility to
provide a defined benefit to employees at retirement.  Similar to a defined contribution plan, at any point in time, an
employee can determine the Òcash balanceÓ of his/her benefit account.  The benefit earned each period is calculated
by simply multiplying a retirement benefit rate by current period earnings.  For example, if a 5 percent benefit rate is
established and an employee earns $40,000 during the year, $2,000 ($40,000 times .05) is credited to the employeeÕs
cash balance account.  If the employee leaves the employer, he/she does not forfeit the benefits accumulated.
From an accounting perspective, a cash balance plan generally is treated as a defined benefit plan. When a
company converts to a cash balance plan, it normally results in a reduction in expected future benefits to older
employees because it eliminates any early retirement incentives.  This reduction is recorded as a negative prior
service cost in the year of adoption, which is amortized similar to prior service costs, resulting in a reduction in
pension expense.  Under the cash balance plan, NewWorld would record a reduction in prior service costs of
$400,000.  Amortization of this negative prior service cost would reduce pension expense by $50,000 in 2001.
The benefits consultant emphasized that many high-tech firms have adopted cash-balance plans as a way to attract
and retain new talent.  While the company has confidence in the abilities of the benefits consultant, it has asked Alex
Wallace to provide an independent analysis of the three alternatives.
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REQUIREMENTS:
Use the financial information that follows to prepare responses to the following requirements.
1. Using the data presented in schedule 2 (amounts for 2001 are projections reflecting assumed adoption of
Alternative 1), compute the following for NewWorld for 2000 and 2001:
a) return on assets (ROA),
b) return on equity (ROE),
c) debt to equity ratio.
In computing ROA and ROE, use average assets and equity.  Total assets in 1999 were $42.756 million, total
equity in 1999 was $13.654 million.  Industry benchmark ratios: ROA: 6.1%, ROE: 25.2%, Debt/Equity: 1.9.
2. Using the data presented in schedules 1 through 4, complete the Alternative 1 columns in schedule 3 for pension
expense and the reconciliation schedule. This will allow you to determine the amount of pension expense
included in NewWorldÕs other expenses in 2001.  You may wish to use a pension worksheet to organize your
computations.  A sample pension worksheet for 2000 is presented in schedule 4; data from this worksheet is
needed for requirements 2, 3, and 4.  For simplicity, you may assume income tax expense is the same for all
three alternatives and there is no need to assess the minimum liability.
3. Repeat the requirements in numbers 1 and 2, assuming NewWorld implements Alternative 2.  That is, assume it
continues the defined benefit plan, but adds a 401K plan.
4. Repeat the requirements in numbers 1 and 2, assuming NewWorld implements Alternative 3.  That is, assume it
converts its defined benefit plan to a cash balance plan.
5. Based on the results of your analysis in numbers 1 through 4, which approach provides the most desirable
alternative from a financial perspective?
6. Read the article entitled ÒPension Plan Changes: The Carrot and the Stick?Ó  Based on the information in the
article and your analysis in numbers 1 through 5, prepare a memorandum to the client with your
recommendation concerning its employee pension plan.  Be certain to discuss the impact of each approach on
NewWorldÕs earnings, assets, and liabilities, and other issues raised in the article.
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Schedule 1








Benefit Plan, add 401K
Alternative 3
Convert Defined Benefit
Plan to Cash Balance
Service Cost $ 170,000 $ 140,000 $ 140,000
Expected Return on Assets 8% 8% 8%
Actual Return on Assets $250,000 $250,000 $250,000
Settlement Rate 10% 10% 10%
Total Contributions $ 184,658 $ 155,000 $ 150,000
Benefits paid $ 280,000 $ 280,000 $ 280,000
Prior Service Cost
Amortization $ 90,000 $ 0 ($50,000)
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Schedule 2 -- NewWorld Publishing, Inc. - Selected Financial Highlights
(Note - projected amounts for 2001, reflect assumed adoption of Alternative 1)
NewWorld Publishing, Inc.
Consolidated Statements of Income
Years Ended December 31, ($ ,000)
2001 2000 1999
Revenues $42,596.26 $37,250.27 $33,227.97
Cost of sales 34,071.51 31,471.89 28,975.05
  Gross profit 8,524.75 5,778.38 4,252.92
Depreciation & amortization expense 2,890.01 2,464.41 2,269.86
Other expenses, including personnel and pension
expense 1,708.09 1,635.83 1,363.96
Pre-tax income 3,926.65 1,678.14 619.10
Tax expense 1,283.65 647.78 206.32







Other marketable securities 1,178.62 1,081.36
Receivables — net 2,427.19 2,132.10
Inventories 14,467.02 13,274.36
  Total current assets 20,397.88 18,790.71
PP&E — net 18,922.80 18,417.34
Intangible assets — net 2,504.96 2,508.09
Other assets 4,503.46 4,342.08
  Total assets $46,329.10 $44,058.22
========= =========
Liabilities
Accounts payable $2,504.94 $2,449.40
Notes payable 17,541.26 15,521.68
Taxes payable 680.32 572.82
  Current liabilities 20,726.52 18,543.90
Other liabilities, including pensions 11,599.35 11,704.42
  Total liabilities 32,325.87 30,248.32
Common stock 275.83 272.48
Additional paid-in capital 2,920.10 2,768.21
Retained earnings 10,807.30 10,769.21
  Total equity 14,003.23 13,809.90
   Total liabilities and equity $46,329.10 $44,058.22
========= =========
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Schedule 3
NOTE 9: RETIREMENT BENEFITS (Partial, amounts in thousands)
The Company sponsors several noncontributory defined benefit pension plans, covering substantially all employees,
which provide benefits based on years of service and compensation. All defined benefit pension plans are funded
based on independent actuarial valuations to provide for current service and an amount sufficient to amortize
unfunded prior service over periods not to exceed 30 years.
Net pension expense was:
Alternative
1 2 3
Year ended December 31, 2001                      2001                            2001                        2000
Service cost-benefits earned
during the period $ ? $ ? $ ? $150
Interest cost on projected
benefit obligations ? ? ? 450
Unrecognized prior
service (benefit) cost ? ? ? --
Return on assets (expected) ( ? )                        ( ? )                             ( ? )                        (270)
Net defined benefit
 pension expense ? ? ? $330
401K expense ?                             ?                                  ?                                 0
Total pension expense $ ? $ ? $ ? $330
======== ======== ======== ========




Year ended December 31, 2001                      2001                            2001                        2000
Projected benefit obligations $ ?                          $ ?                               $ ?                       $4,880
Plan assets, at fair value (?)                          (?)                               (?)                      (4,682)
Plan assets in excess of (less than)
projected benefit obligations ? ? ? 198
Unrecognized net loss(gain) ? ? ? (18)
Unrecognized prior service
(cost) benefit ( ? )                          ?                                  ?                                --
Net pension liability $428.8 $ ? $ ? $180
======== ======== ======== ========
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 2001 2000
Discount rate 10.00% 10.00%
Rate of increase in compensation levels 4.5% 4.0%-8.0%
Long-term rate of return on assets 8.0% 6.0%




















Balance, 1/1/00 -4500000 4500000
Service Cost 150000 -150000
Interest Cost 450000 -450000
Actual Return -252000 252000
Unexpected loss -18000 18000
Funding -150000 150000
Benefits 220000 -220000
Journal Entry 12/31/00 330000 -150000 -180000
Balance, 12/31/00 -180000 -4880000 4682000 18000
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The Crivitz Business Gazette
Pension Plan Changes: The Carrot and the Stick
By John Gribble, Paul Kimmel and Terry Warfield, staff reporters
When Mary Simpson became an employee at Waterville Technologies 22 years ago, she was attracted by the
companyÕs stable earnings history, competitive salary, and generous pension plan.  Today, the company is still
stable, it still pays a competitive salary, but she isnÕt so sure anymore about how generous the pension plan is.  In
fact, that is part of the problem.  She canÕt figure out what to think of the pension plan.
Waterville, like many hi-tech employers, has made changes to its pension plan that it feels will be attractive to a
new breed of employee.   It has replaced its traditional, defined benefit plan, designed to encourage lifelong
employment, with a new Òcash balanceÓ plan.  The advantages of a cash balance plan are that the benefits are earned
more evenly over time, and are more portable, making it easier for an employee to switch to another company.
Under a traditional defined benefit plan, the benefit formula is such that a high percentage of an employeeÕs benefits
are accumulated during the last years of employment.  Also, these plans frequently provide early retirement
incentives that significantly increase the employeeÕs benefits if they retire early.   Under a traditional pension plan,
benefits are not transferable to a new employerÕs plan.
While cash balance plans appeal to many new employees, the transition from a defined benefit plan to a cash
balance plan can leave experienced employees at a loss — literally.  The problem is that, when experienced
employees calculate their benefits under the cash balance plan, they often result in a lower benefit.   This is
especially true if the previous plan had a ÒsweetenerÓ to encourage experienced employees to retire early.  When a
cash balance plan is adopted, the chance for a early retirement sweetener is lost.
For Mary Simpson, and many of her experienced peers at Waterville, their accrued benefit under the new plan is
actually less than under the old plan.  This means that they will not earn any additional benefits under the new plan
until the cash balance plan catches up with their old plan — often referred to as the Òwear awayÓ period.   MaryÕs
wear away of over $9,000 is large enough that it is unlikely that she will catch up during her expected remaining
working career.  Mary is angry, as are employees at many other companies.  Public outcry has caused the U.S.
Treasury Secretary as well as the U.S. Senate to consider creating laws protecting experienced employees by
banning Òwear awayÓ provisions in pension plans.   In fact, one lobby group, AARP, the nations largest association
of retirees and people near retirement, has argued that cash balance pension plans are illegal under existing pension
laws.
Affected employees at companies across the country are just beginning to realize that their benefits have been
cut.  Many are just as bitter about the fact that they have been left in the dark, or even deceived, as they are about the
cuts themselves.  In fact, much of the outcry that arose in 1999 and 2000 was in response to pension plan changes
that actually took place four to five years earlier.  Employees complain that they received little notice of these
changes at the time, and that the literature that they did receive did not adequately disclose the effect these changes
would have.  In fact, in some cases, employees actually thought the changes were enhancements, and sometimes
company literature suggested as much.
Some pension consultants suggest that, if handled properly, companies can change pension plans in ways that
accomplish the companyÕs financial objectives while maintaining the benefits of experienced employees.   This can
be accomplished by providing employees with choices between the old and new plan, rather than forcing them to
adopt the new plan.   It also can be accomplished by making special provisions for those employees who are most
adversely affected by the new plan.  Finally, these consultants emphasize that it is critical that the features of the
new plan be openly and honestly communicated to employees.
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GLOBAL AIRWAVES, INC.
STOCK VALUATION ISSUES IN A PRIVATELY HELD COMPANY
Larry Rittenberg, Professor
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
Krista Holtegaard
Ernst & Young, Minneapolis, Minnesota
G. Michael Horn, Chief Financial Officer
One, Inc., Hoffman Estates, Illinois
This case study is designed for students to examine the differences between publicly held and privately
held companies.  It is also intended to give students exposure to accounting issues of small companies with
aspirations to go public.  The case is suited for advanced accounting, auditing, or intermediate accounting.
Background
Joe Alvarez, an audit partner at Boelter and Matthew, LLP, was asked to take over the audit for a new
company, Global Airwaves, Inc.  The client presented interesting challenges because it was a new company
with a unique business plan.  Joe is experienced in dealing with start-up enterprises and is respected for his
conflict resolution skills.
Global Airwaves, Inc.:  History and Services Offered
Global Airwaves, Inc. was started in 1997 by two entrepreneurs that had been friends since childhood.  Bill
Moss and John Dayne both have extensive backgrounds and interests in commercial real estate
development.  That real estate interest led them to the development of Global Airwaves, Inc.  Global
Airwaves, Inc. has a unique business plan to lease the rooftops and basements of major buildings across the
world.  In turn, they sublease these properties to telecommunication companies (Telcos) who put their own
antennas on the roofs of Global Airwaves, Inc.Õs leased buildings and set up their equipment in the
basements.  The rooftops on the major buildings provide convenient places to install wireless transmission
equipment and save the Telcos the cost of securing space and building expensive towers throughout the
cities.
The company is headquartered in Chicago and has seven branches throughout the U.S.  They currently
have 25,000 leases in the United States and Argentina (10,000 in the US and 15,000 in Argentina).   The
types of companies that sublease from Global Airwaves, Inc. provide telephone, Internet, cellular,
television, video-conferencing, and data network services to office, retail, residential, governmental, and
educational institutions.
Global Airwaves, Inc.Õs branch in Argentina was formed in 1998 and is named AirTel de Argentina.  It
is the only company of its type in Argentina and management believes there are significant growth
opportunities for the subsidiary.  AirTel de Argentina has an Argentinean partner with extensive real estate,
telecommunications, and political knowledge and relationships in Argentina.  Global Airwaves, Inc. plans
to do similar partnerships in other countries.
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Global Airwaves, Inc.:  Value-Added Services
Global Airwaves, Inc. strives to provide value-added services to both property owners and the Telcos
through their ÒMaster Lease SystemÓ.  Global Airwaves, Inc. assumes the administrative functions related
to subleasing the roofs and basements so the property owners can focus on their core competencies.
Property owners get a percentage of the revenue Global Airwaves, Inc. receives from subleasing their
property to the Telcos.  The company provides one-stop shopping for Telcos because of the access to
thousands of properties.  Additionally, both property owners and Telcos benefit by having to contract with
only one company for the services Global Airwaves, Inc. offers.  Their mission statement embodies the
philosophy:
ÒGlobal Airwaves mission is to be the premier provider of telecommunications solutions
to property owners and the premier distribution channel to Telcos, worldwide.Ó
Business Strategies
Global Airwaves, Inc. intends to remain the largest lessor of distribution channels for all cutting edge
telecommunication technologies.  They plan to expand on their strong market presence by:
1.  Increasing the portfolio of properties it controls by signing new master leases with additional
property owners.
2. Expanding the portfolio of properties through acquisitions.
3 .  Expanding revenue opportunities by offering other products and services to their real-estate
clients.
4. Expanding their Telco customer base.
5 .  Expanding internationally, especially in countries that have not invested heavily in ÔwiredÕ
telephonic communications.
6. Expanding service on leased properties by increasing fiber optic capabilities.
7. Building Internet technology in shopping malls and other retail locations.
Financial Business Model
Global Airwaves, Inc. also benefits by being the intermediary between the landlords and Telcos.  Global
Airwaves, Inc.Õs core competency of leasing and subleasing roofs and basements of buildings is not capital
intensive, thereby reducing risk and capital requirements.  Most of their property leases are long-term, in
many cases up to 25 years.  The on-going cost of administering a sublease is minimal.  They collect rent
collection from Telcos and disburse a portion of those receipts to landlords, along with addressing some
regulation and insurance administration issues.
Global Airwaves, Inc. Risks
Global Airwaves, Inc. also faces risks that may impair their growth strategy and subsequent profitability.
They are a new company with limited experience.  Ease of entry into their marketplace is not difficult.
However, they currently do not face any direct competition and the size of their operations should facilitate
market advantages.  The telecommunications industry is experiencing a technological and regulatory
revolution such that alternative solutions to transmitting signals may become feasible.  However, this
industry faces diverse risks, market saturation, and sometimes unpredictable governmental regulation.
Global Airwaves, Inc.Õs Structure
Global Airwaves, Inc. operated as a partnership for just under a year, then merged into a public shell
company created by one of the CompanyÕs investors in November of 1997 to become a quasi-publicly
owned company.  The shell company was developed to raise capital from individual investors to reinvest in
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Global Airwaves, Inc.  After the partnership merged into the shell company, the original shellÕs
shareholders owned stock in Global Airwaves, Inc.  The original shell investors owned about 47% of the
shares of the combined merged company of which approximately 200,000 shares could be publicly traded.
The remaining shares were restricted as to sale.
Cash Flow Considerations
Global Airwaves, Inc.Õs initial source of cash was obtained through the issuance of two convertible
debenture bond offerings to private, accredited investors1.   Details about the two debt offerings will be
discussed later.  All of the debt Global Airwaves, Inc. offered was subsequently converted into common
stock.
Global Airwaves, Inc.Õs Common Stock and OTC Bulletin Board Trading
There are 4.2 Million shares of Global Airwaves, Inc. common stock outstanding.  Of this 4.2 million, only
200,000 shares of stock, originally held by some of the shell companyÕs investors, are currently available
for trading on the OTC Bulletin Board (OTCBB).  Trading on the OTC Bulletin Board is sporadic,
occurring once or twice a month in some cases.  Even then, a small amount of shares are traded at one
time2.
The 200,000 shares of stock that are currently traded on the OTCBB have the same features as those
shares that are not currently traded.  The only difference is that the shares not currently traded have a
restriction stating that they may not be traded on the OTCBB.  This restriction can be mitigated under SEC
Rule 144, which permits restricted stock sales into the market in small blocks.  However, for the purposes
of this case, it is safe to assume that only 200,000 of the 4.2 million shares are available for public trading.
The OTCBB consists of securities that are not listed on the larger stock exchanges.  Until recently,
issuers of stock on the OTCBB, such as Global Airwaves, Inc., did not have to report or adhere to certain
standards of the Nasdaq Stock Market, or any other stock exchange.  OTCBB companies have a period of
time to file with the SEC before they are required to follow the guidelines to become reporting companies.
Global Airwaves, Inc. intends to file a form 10-SB within the next year to become a reporting company and
wants to be listed on a national exchange with all shares available for active trading.  As a result of being so
thinly traded, the company does not currently meet minimum volume trading requirements to be eligible to
trade on a national stock exchange.  Therefore, trading on the OTCBB is the companyÕs only option to
generate a market valuation on the open market.  (Listing requirements for the New York Stock Exchange
can be found on the exchangeÕs website at:  www.nyse.com/listed/listed.html.  The listing requirements for
the OTCBB can be found at:  www.otcbb.com/AboutOTCBB/about.stm.)
Conversion of Debt Into Equity
The holders of the companyÕs convertible debt have converted all the debt into common shares of stock.
The key accounting issue to be resolved by the company prior to registering with the SEC is to determine
the valuation of the conversion and the proper accounting for the conversion into equity.  The first key
question regards the valuation of the equity.
                                                           
1 There are governmental regulations on criteria that someone must meet to become private accredited
investors.  Mainly, the regulations are such that the government wants assurance that the investors
have the resources to face the risks associated with a new organization.  For the most part, an
accredited investor must have at least $1 million in net assets.
2 The OTC bulletin board is used for stocks that are not trading on a regular basis.
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Global Airwaves:  Determining Stock Valuation
Interactions with Private Investors
All of the recent private investors in Global Airwaves stock are sophisticated investors with vast experience
in assessing the company stock value.  Those recent investors had extensive information about Global
Airwaves, Inc., and have consistently valued the CompanyÕs stock in the $4 to $6 per share. This price
range is also the range in which the convertible debt holders and option holders were offered if they wished
to convert or purchase shares.  All of these investors had access to the companyÕs business plan, current
financial conditions, and had access to the companyÕs CEO to discuss strategies and operations.
Bulletin Board Trading
The limited transactions taking place on the OTCBB showed the companyÕs stock trading the in a wider
range between $7 and $16.50. Traders on the OTCBB have access to publicly available information
including the most recent annual financial statements and occasional press releases.  They do not have
direct access to the Business Plan or to management.  Data on the volume of trading and the prices is
presented below.
Because only 200,000 out of 4.2 million shares were available for trading, Global Airwaves, Inc. is not
required to file with the SEC.  However, since Global Airwaves, Inc. is considering the option of going
public, they would like to report all of their financial information in compliance with SEC public reporting
requirements, including quarterly filings.
Accounting and Audit Issues
Accounting for financing and equity transactions is the main audit issue that Joe faces at Global Airwaves,
Inc.  Joe is unsure how to value the stock resulting from the exercise of convertible debenture bonds and
has reservations as to accounting treatments accorded the conversion by Global Airwaves, Inc.  Further
complicating the issue is the fact that the new Chief Financial Officer joined the company on the same day
the audit started.  Joe would like you to research the topic and get back to him an identification of
alternatives and your recommendation to account for the equity transactions described below.  You should
consider the companyÕs business strategy and the economic substance of the transactions in developing
your suggested solution.
Equity Transactions
• On December 4, 1999, Global Airwaves, Inc. issued convertible debenture bonds to seven private
parties for $525,000 payable on December 31, 2000 or convertible into shares of common stock
with a conversion price of $5.25 per share.  The bonds had a stated interest rate of 9% per annum.
The prime interest rate at this time was 8.5%.
•  On February 27, 2000 trading begins for approximately 200,000 shares on the OTC Bulletin
Board.  This date is about 3 months after Global Airwaves, Inc. merged into the shell company.
Trading did not begin earlier because the process of registering stock took some time
• On March 5, 2000, Global Airwaves, Inc. issued another class of convertible debenture bonds to
12 parties (all parties were different than the parties in the first debt placement) for $1,550,000
payable on December 31, 2000 or convertible to common stock with a conversion price of $5.25
per share.  These bonds also had a stated interest rate of 9% per annum.
•  On October 2, 2000, some bondholders exercised their option to convert $1,150,000 of debt
outstanding into common shares.  Instead of the $5.25 strike price per share initially agreed upon,
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the company permitted the bondholders to convert their debt using a lower strike price of $4.00
per share to encourage conversion.  This lead to the issuance of 287,500 shares, rather than
219,048 that would have been issued if the strike price remained at $5.25 per share.
•  On December 31, the remainder of the debt outstanding, $925,000, was converted to common
shares, again using the strike price of $4.00 instead of the originally agreed upon strike price of
$5.25.  This resulted in 231,250 additional shares issued, rather than 176,190 if the strike price had
remained at $5.25.
• The stock traded sporadically on the OTCBB during the year for a total of 52 trades.  The trading
value on the dates pertinent to the transactions above were:
Common Stock Trading
Date Trading Price Trading Volume
December 4, 1999 No trading
February 27, 2000 Trading begins 35,400
March 5, 2000 7.375 17,800
October 2, 2000 10.000 2,200
December 31, 2000 13.000 1,500
• Stock was traded on a total of 52 dates in 2000.  The above trading volume is typical of the trading
and the relatively sparse volume of the trades.
Additional Complexities
The company wishes to register with the SEC and the accounting must be, at least in part, guided by the
requirements for the SEC.  At the same time, the company wishes to portray economic events in the most
positive fashion.  The company has negotiated a Ôstrike priceÕ of the common stock that represents their
view of the economic value of the transaction, i.e. if they were to have issued stock directly to those
investors they would have received $4.00 per share.  Because this is a company that intends to go public,
the partner in charge of the engagement must consult with the national director of accounting for the firm
before finalizing the accounting treatment.  Joe is worried about the possible tension that may be caused
because of the counseling that may take place:  (a) he wants the client to succeed and portray the economic
substance of the transaction; (b) he believes the firm may be more interested in Ôtechnical rulesÕ than the
economic substance of the clientÕs activities.
In preparing your report, you familiarize yourself with the accounting standard for convertible debt.
Joe points out that there are some unique issues associated with these kinds of transactions that have been
addressed by the Emerging Issues Task Force of the SEC in their Discussion 60.  That discussion
memorandum is attached.
The company clearly needs the $2 million in capital in order to implement their business plan.  They
have incurred significant start-up costs and have a severe negative capital problem.  They believe the initial
lease agreements in the United States and Argentina will provide a springboard for a broader strategy to
lease important rooftop space in major cities around the world and thus defray the costs that wireless
companies would otherwise have to incur in developing towers around these major cities.  They believe the
significant investments will lead to a steady stream of cash flows in the future along with significant
opportunities for revenue growth.
The authoritative accounting for the equity conversion transactions requires the accountant to examine
relevant market values.  In order to do so, Joe also wants you to specifically comment on the nature of a
market.  In other words, if market values are to be used, you will have to identify:
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•  What constitutes a market, i.e. how active must the trading be for market prices to be viable
surrogates to determine the economics of a transaction,
• Does a market exist if only 5% of the stock is allowed to trade on the market?
• What does it mean if someone says the stock is Ôthinly tradedÕ?
• How should an accountant determine the relative reliability of market prices versus two-party
negotiated prices as was done in the determination of the stock strike price?
The partner also wants to know whether or not the Ôrequired accountingÕ fits the economic significance of
the transactions and the potential impact on the future viability of the client.  Further, if you disagree with
the required accounting, Joe would like an outline of what, if anything, can be done.
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Requirements
1.  Analyze Global Airwaves, Inc.Õs business strategy.  In analyzing their strategy, consider such
things as:
• the companyÕs  competitive advantage,
• whether  the seven strategies mentioned in the case are sufficient to meet Global
Airwaves, Inc.Õs mission,
• should Global Airwaves, Inc. focus on fewer  strategies to further their competitive
advantage,
• how important is going public to their business strategy,
• are there other alternative strategies to raising capital,
• what are the growth prospects for the wireless Telco market and is it important to secure
the rooftop sites on the tallest buildings in the major cities.
2. What is the proper accounting for the conversion of the debt into equity?   Develop specific
journal entries and rationale for your answer assuming three different situations described below.
If your answer differs for any of the three, explain the rationale.  Assume the following situations
regarding the trading of the stock (different than described above):  
a. Global Airwaves, Inc. is completely privately held.  There are no shares being traded on the
OTC Bulletin Board.
b. Global Airwaves, Inc. has 5% of its shares trading on the OTC Bulletin Board.
c. Global Airwaves, Inc. is a SEC registered company with actively traded stock.
3. Why is market value important in valuing equity transactions?  What constitutes a market?  Who
are Òaccredited investorsÓ, i.e. what are their characteristics?  Since accredited investors
determined a Ôstrike priceÕ of $4 per share for the conversion of debt into equity, why (or why not)
should that price be used in determining the market value of the conversion versus the actual
market price the stock traded for in the open market at that same date?  Alternatively, how does
the accountant or auditor decide which price should be used to value the transaction?
4. Review authoritative pronouncements, including EITF D-60 (Attachment A) and any others that
you consider necessary, to determine the required accounting for the transactions.  Explain the
rationale for the accounting required.  Assume that Global Airwaves wants to follow the SEC
rules in order to issue public stock within the next year or so.  (Hint:  All trading dates and their
coinciding stock prices are useful for this requirement.)  The Unaudited income statement and
balance sheet  for Global Airwaves, Inc. is shown as Attachment B.
The national director of accounting for Boelter and MatthewÕs interpretation of EITF D-60 is that
the accounting for the conversions should have recorded as shown below.  Describe the rationale
for the accounting and how it differs from the accounting that you have chosen in part 2 and
indicate the cumulative effect on the income statement and balance sheet.
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Convertible Debt Issued on 3/5/00
12/31/00 Interest Expense 627,000
Additional Paid in Capital      627,000
Per EITF #D-60, the difference in the conversion price and the current market value of
stock should be allocated to additional paid in capital.  The corresponding debit is an
interest expense that should be allocated over the period of time that the debt is
outstanding.  In this case, the full interest expense and contribution to paid-in-capital
should be recognized this year rather than amortized because the full transaction took
place this year.   This entry covers the initial issuance of the $1,550,000 of debt, not the
conversion of the debt.
Debentures issued on 3/5/00       1,550,000
divided by market price on
3/5/00
 $ 7.375
Available to Buy         210,169
Debentures issued on 3/5/00       1,550,000
divided by original strike price $ 5.25
Available to Buy         295,238
Difference between "Available
to Buy"
          85,069
times market price on 3/5/00 $ 7.375
    627,383.87
Rounded         627,000
Conversion Of Debt into Equity
12/31/00 Interest Expense      1,400,000
Additional Paid in Capital   1,400,000
Series A & B
Debentures converted on 10/2/00       1,150,000
divided by original strike price $ 5.25
        219,048
Debentures converted on 10/2/00       1,150,000
divided by new strike price $ 4
        287,500
Additional shares issued because
of change in strike price.
          68,452
Times market price on 10/2/00 $ 10
    684,520.00
Series A & B
Debentures converted on
12/31/00
        925,000
divided by original strike price $ 5.25
        176,190
Debentures converted on 12/31/00         925,000
divided by new strike price $ 4
        231,250
Difference           55,060
multiplied by stock price on
12/31/00
$ 13
    715,780.00
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Note:  Strike price equals the amount the investor agrees that he or she was willing to pay for the
stock on the conversion date, i.e. it is the incentive to convert from a debt position to an equity
position.  Please note that the strike price differs significantly from the thinly traded market price at
that date and the volume converted differs significantly from the volume of trade taking place on that
date.  For example, 231,250 shares were issued on 12/31/00, but the market traded only 1,500 shares
on that date.  The adjustment above represents the additional number of shares that were issued
because of the further discount (incentive) given the debt holders to convert into equity.  The
difference in the number of shares must be valued — per EITF D60 - at the market value of the stock
at the date that the debt is converted into equity.  Per the SEC interpretation, the market value is
determined by the best available evidence of market, i.e. the trade on the OTCBB even though it is
clear that the volume of shares converted on that date would not have resulted in the same market
price that occurred with the thinly traded volume on that date.
5. Determine the effective interest rate for these bonds after the conversions had taken place.  Does
the effective interest rate reflect both the economics of the situation and the nature of the
transactions taking place?  Explain.
6. Do you think that EITF D-60 was intended for companies like Global Airwaves, Inc.?  Why or
why not?  Does it make a difference to your answer that Joe Alvarez, partner in charge of the
engagement, the CFO of Global Airwaves, Inc., and the concurring SEC partner at Boelter and
Matthew do not believe the EITF requirements, when applied to this case, reflect the economic
substance of the transactions.
7 .  What options are available for the company and the CPA if they believe the accounting
requirements to not fit the economic substance of the transaction?  In other words, they believe
that the GAAP that is specified for this situation is not the proper accounting.
8. Does Global Airwaves, Inc. need to become an actively traded publicly-held company in order to
accomplish its business strategy?   Consider the source of the companyÕs funding thus far, revenue
and net income, as well as projected cash flows in formulating your answer.
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Attachment A
EITF D-60
Topic:  Accounting for the Issuance of Convertible Preferred Stock and Debt Securities with a
Nondetachable Conversion Feature
Date Discussed:  March 13, 1997
The SEC Observer made the following announcement of the SEC staffÕs position on the accounting for the
issuance of convertible preferred stock and debt securities with a non-detachable conversion feature that is
Òin the moneyÓ at the date of issuance.
The SEC staff recently addressed issues involving the issuance of convertible preferred stock and
convertible debt securities with a nondetachable conversion feature that is Òin the moneyÓ at the date of
issue (a Òbeneficial conversion featureÓ).  Those securities may be convertible into common stock at the
lower of a conversion rate fixed at the date of issue or a fixed discount to the common stockÕs market price
at the date of conversion.  The SEC staff has been asked by Task Force members to describe the conclusion
it has reached with respect to those transactions.
The SEC staff believes that a beneficial conversion feature should be recognized and measured by
allocating a portion of the proceeds equal to the intrinsic value of that feature to additional paid-in-capital.
That amount should be calculated at the date of issue as the difference between the conversion price and the
fair value of the common stock into which the security is convertible, multiplied by the number of shares
into which the security is convertible.  If the security provides more than one method of determining the
conversion rate, then the computation should be made using the conversion terms that are most beneficial
to the investor.  If the registrantÕs common stock is traded in a public market, the staff believes that the
quoted market price is the best measure of the common stockÕs fair value and that the quoted market price
should not be adjusted to reflect transferability restrictions, large block factors, avoided underwritersÕ fees,
or time value discounts, because of the difficulty in measuring those factors objectively.
For convertible preferred securities, the SEC staff believes that any discount resulting from an allocation of
proceeds to the beneficial conversion feature is analogous to a dividend and should be recognized as a
return to the preferred shareholders over the minimum period in which the preferred shareholders can
realize that return.  The staff believes that issuer of those securities should apply the guidance in SEC Staff
Accounting Bulletin No. 68, Accounting for Increasing Rate Preferred Stock, and amortize the resulting
discount using the effective interest method from the date of issuance through the date the security is first
convertible.
For convertible debt securities, the SEC staff believes that any discount resulting from an allocation of
proceeds to the beneficial conversion feature increases the effective interest rate of the security and should
be reflected as a charge to interest expense.  Because the security has been issued with beneficial
conversion terms, the staff has presumed that the stated maturity date of the instrument is not substantive
and that, therefore, the amortization period should be from the date the security is issued to the date it first
becomes convertible.  If the issuer reasonable determines that a period other than the period to the first
conversion date is substantive, the discount should be amortized over that period.  In that circumstance, if
the security is converted prior to full amortization of the discount, the staff believes that the unamortized
portion of the discount should be charged to interest expense in the period of conversion.
The SEC staff has objected to accounting that fails to account for a beneficial conversion feature as
discussed herein and has concluded that the affected financial statements should be restated in those
circumstances.
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Subsequent Developments
In Issue No. 98-5, ÒAccounting for Convertible Securities with Beneficial Conversion Feature or
Contingently Adjustable Conversion Ratios,Ó the EITF is reconsidering the conclusions reached by the
SEC staff in this announcement.  However, until and, if, the EITF reaches a consensus on that Issue, the
provisions of this announcement remain applicable.
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Global Airwaves, Inc.
Selected Financial Information
Consolidated Statements of Operations
Year ended December 31, 2000
Revenues, net  $     14,118
Operating Expenses
General and administrative   (1,268,558)
Professional and investment banking fees   (1,578,774)
Salaries and benefits   (1,944,780)
Total operating expenses   (4,792,112)
Operating loss   (4,777,994)
Other income (Expense)
Interest income        25,083
Other income        71,020
Interest expense and financing costs      (649,408)
Total other expense, net      (553,305)
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THE CHILDRENÕS ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION —
A CASE STUDY ON REVENUE RECOGNITION
UNDER NOT-FOR-PROFIT ACCOUNTING STANDARDS
Simon Petravick, Associate Professor
Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois
Laurie Stickelmaier, Vice President for Business and Finance
St. MaryÕs College of Maryland, St. MaryÕs City, Maryland
Case Overview
Most auditing classes focus on issues related to the audits of for-profit organizations. However, there are over one
million not-for-profit entities in the U.S., and the number continues to grow. This case provides an opportunity for
students to integrate their knowledge of traditional auditing practices and not-for-profit accounting standards. It
highlights several unique issues involved in auditing a not-for-profit entity. Additionally, the case allows students to
evaluate certain risks associated with auditing a not-for-profit entity as well as several non-routine transactions, and
to discuss the implications related to adoption of a new accounting standard, FAS 136.
Background
The Association of ChildrenÕs Assistance Clubs ("Association") {an entity organized under section 501(c)(4) of the
IRS Code} began operations in 1960 with 50 clubs located in US and Canada. The association currently has 5,000
independent clubs located in 150 countries.
The ChildrenÕs Assistance Foundation ("Foundation"){an entity organized under section 501(c)(3) of the IRS
Code} is a charitable foundation able to accept contributions. The Foundation has annual receipts of $74 million, its
assets total $470 million, and it carries no long-term debt.
The individual ChildrenÕs Assistance Clubs pay annual dues to the Association, make contributions to the
Foundation and receive funding from the Foundation. Non-affiliated third parties and the Association also make
contributions to the Foundation.
The ChildrenÕs Assistance FoundationÕs mission is to provide funding and volunteer assistance for community
projects that enhance the opportunities for children. The Foundation has two primary programs.
The first is a matching grant program that allows clubs to request matching funds by detailing qualifying
projects. This may be a project of the club, a project with another club or a project for another not-for-profit
organization. If the Board of Trustees approves the project, the club remits their funds to the Foundation, which
matches the funds 1:1 with unrestricted funds and distributes the funds directly to the beneficiary designated by the
club. The usual number of matching grants per year is 1,960, averaging  $5,102 each, for a total match of
$10,000,000.
The second program provides humanitarian grants, with no required match, to clubs and other charitable
organizations. These grants, the number and amounts of which vary greatly every year, may be substantial, up to
$1,000,000 each. Through 200Y, over $50,000,000 was spent on this program. The Foundation records the full
amount of program awards upon specific designation of award recipients.  Awards designated but not yet paid are
included in accrued program expenses in the statement of financial position.
An election committee made up of past club presidents chooses the Board of Directors of the Association. The
only requirement to be chosen is a ten-year membership in a club and a minimum level of participation and
leadership as a club president. According to the bylaws of each organization, this board selects the Board of Trustees
of the Foundation. The FoundationÕs Board is also made up of current and former club presidents. The Board of
Trustees of the Foundation has approval over the program budget of the Foundation.  Board members serve four-
year terms. One-fourth of the board is elected each year.
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The two organizations share financial management but are autonomous in program management. The Association’s
Chief Financial Officer and the Treasury, Investments and Cash Management Department are responsible for the
finances of both organizations. There are separate controllers and accounting departments for each entity.
The Children’s Assistance Foundation
As the new controller for the Foundation, Marcia OÕBrien continued to marvel at the complexity of the relationship
between an association of dues-paying clubs and its related foundation. While coming from four years at a charitable
foundation was a good preparation for beginning the year-end audit of her new employer, Marcia recognized this
audit would be complicated. The current fiscal year financial statements would require preparation under new
revenue recognition standards.
As controller, Marcia, a C.P.A., reports directly to the Association’s Chief Financial Officer. The FoundationÕs
accounting department has an accounting manager reporting directly to Marcia, three accounting clerks, six data
entry clerks and two clerical staff persons. The accounting manager has a B.S.degree in accounting and has been
with the Foundation for 15 years. The rest of the accounting staff averaged less than three years employment with
the Foundation. The accounting duties are separated into three areas; receipts, disbursements and general
accounting. There is no internal audit department and responsibility for establishing and monitoring internal controls
lies with the controller.
The members of the ChildrenÕs Assistance Clubs are the primary users of the FoundationÕs financial statements.
The annual report is distributed to every club and copies are available, for no cost, upon request. The club members
have voiced a strong feeling of ownership in the Foundation and often ask, ÒHow is the Foundation handling their
money?Ó  Therefore, it is very important to the board and management that the Foundation maintains a healthy
appearance.
Over the past year, the board has encouraged more clubs to participate in the matching grants program, creating
additional program expense. In spite of the fact that the Foundation incurred its first deficit, this drive for additional
participation will continue.
Marcia was bothered by the fact that implementation of FAS 136 had a negative impact on the reported amount
of contributions raised and received. Due to FAS 136, the current yearÕs contributions would be reduced from $73.8
million to $62.5 million. Of particular concern was the reaction of the Board of Trustees to the reduction in revenue.
Certain members of the finance, audit and investment committee had a strong interest in the operating results of the
Foundation. As evidenced by the recent change in investment management firms, Marcia anticipates a more
aggressive investment policy involving complex financial instruments in an attempt to increase the total revenue of
the Foundation. The amount of investment revenue will be increasingly important since the Association experienced
a small decline in overall membership. Many service organizations have also had similar problems. The shrinking
membership could also reduce contributions to the Foundation.
Audit Planning
Joseph Zeman was the in-charge auditor for this engagement. He had previous experience auditing for-profit
companies, such as banks, engineering firms and real estate management companies. His only hands-on experience
with a not-for-profit entity was in college where he served as treasurer of his fraternity. His firm has audited the
Foundation for several years. Each year, an unqualified opinion was issued. There were few problems during these
audits. This, however, would be the first audit with Marcia as controller.
The FoundationÕs audit was JosephÕs first assignment as in-charge auditor of a not-for-profit organization. He
was scheduled to meet with engagement manager to discuss issues related to this audit. He was aware of the fact that
FAS 136, Transfers of Assets to a Not-for-Profit Organization or Charitable Trust That Raises or Holds
Contributions for Others, had recently been issued. He would have to deal with the FoundationÕs implementation of
this pronouncement. Additionally, FAS 116 and 117 would also apply. He believed, other than becoming familiar
with the requirements of these pronouncements, his experience in auditing service organizations and financial
institutions would provide a good background for this engagement. After all, there was a great deal of similarity
with his previous clients: none of these had inventory and neither does the Foundation. How difficult can it be to
audit this (or any other) not-for-profit organization?
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Risk Evaluation and Controls
As the auditor for the Foundation, Joseph needed to understand the potential risks related to this engagement and the
corresponding internal controls. To address this, he reviewed the workpapers, inspected relevant documents and
records, and made inquiries of appropriate personnel. Should industry specific questions arise, he also obtained
copies of the Not-for-Profit Audit and Accounting Guide and the Not-for-Profit Audit Risk Alerts.
He found the FoundationÕs management and accounting staff open and responsive to his request for
information. Most policies and procedures were documented. The finance, investment and audit committee of the
board is composed of trustees of the Foundation. Typically, one or two of the committee members have a financial
background. The committee met two times during the year. One meeting was for the audit closing. The other
meeting involved a review of interim financial information and confirmation of the appointment of the independent
auditor.
When questioned regarding the controls for recording contributions, Marcia explained the process. Promises to
give are documented with pledge cards, collected by the fundraising staff, which detail the time frame and any
conditions for the contributions. Copies of these cards are retained in the controllerÕs office. Each month, using the
timing of the cash inflows and the classification of restricted, temporarily restricted and unrestricted, the staff
manually enters the cards into a spreadsheet. The pledges are then discounted to their present value and a net entry is
made to the general ledger as a receivable less the unamortized discount and allowance for uncollectable pledges,
and the proper classification of contribution revenue.
To account for contributions that should be classified as liabilities according to FAS 136, Marcia reviews the
monthly entries and adjusts the contributions amount based on information found on the pledge cards. The standard
pledge card includes language granting the Foundation variance authority. When donors specify beneficiaries and
strike out the variance power language, the intentions are clearly shown on the cards. Marcia indicated she has not
had a difficult time identifying transactions requiring adjustment. Since this is a new policy, no one at this time
reviews her work.
Cash receipts for pledges and other donations are received by mail. Two members of the accounting staff open
the mail and prepare batch totals of the amounts received. After the batch total is computed, one clerk updates the
accounting records while the other delivers the cash to the cashier’s office.
Donations of financial assets are classified based on the fundraising staffÕs information and recorded at the time
of receipt and deposit. In their separate computer system, the fundraising staff record financial contributions by
donor name, program, beneficiary and restriction classification. At the end of each day, a calculator tape total of all
funds received; the cash, checks and credit card receipts; and a system report listing summary totals by program,
beneficiary and restriction are sent to the cashier in the controllerÕs office. The cashier enters the information into
the accounting system as part of the daily cash posting process.
The fundraising staff also records non-financial contributions by donor name, program, beneficiary and
restriction classification. At the end of each month, as part of the closing process, a report is generated from the
fundraising system that lists all nonfinancial asset contributions by program, beneficiary and restriction.
Nonfinancial assets are recorded, at their fair market value if it is determinable, according to the program and
restriction.
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Substantive Tests
In the course of fieldwork, Joseph came across the following material transactions. He began to realize that audits of
not-for-profit entities had many more twists and turns than he had expected.
Matching Grants - Marcia explained that the new form used by the clubs to request matching grants technically
gives the Foundation variance power. However, the Foundation has never deviated from the clubs requests and she
does not anticipate that this policy will change. After all, the clubs are the major supporters of the Foundation. To
actually invoke the variance power would antagonize the clubs and certainly result in the loss of their support for
other programs.
Marcia presented the following table to summarize the accounting policies for the matching grants program
When club specifies ___
as beneficiary
Foundation debits Foundation credits FAS 136 source
Itself Asset Liability ƒ 94 & ƒ 96
Another club Asset Contribution received ƒ 13-14 &ƒ  98-99
Third Party Asset Liability ƒ 92
When a club specifies itself as a beneficiary, Marcia explained that FAS 136 clearly indicates that the Foundation
should record a liability.
The accounting becomes more complicated when a club specifies another club as the beneficiary. This is due to
the fact that the clubs and the Foundation are financially interrelated since conditions (a) and (b) described in FAS
136, ƒ 13, are met. The clubs have the ability to influence the operation of the Foundation since the FoundationÕs
board is composed of current and former club presidents. Additionally, the Foundation typically receives any assets
remaining from clubs that cease operations. Therefore, the Foundation has residual rights to the clubs assets and
these matching grants should be recorded as contributions.
Finally, when a third party is specified as a beneficiary in the matching grants program, the Foundation does not
record a contribution received even though the standard matching grant form provides variance power. This is due to
the fact that the clubs control the Foundation, since the FoundationÕs board is composed entirely of current or former
club presidents. Therefore, FAS 136 requires that when the resource provider controls the recipient organization, the
recipient organization should record a liability rather than a contribution.
This Old House - During the past year, a member of one club died and bequest his home and $250,000 to the
Foundation. This home was located near a high school that encountered recent budget problems. The high schoolÕs
board was forced to cut back on several significant extracurricular activities.
The decedentÕs will requested that the Foundation contact the high school’s board to see if it was interested in
using the home and money to reinstate after school activities for students. Upon reaching an agreement, the
Foundation would pass the home and money to the high school. In this case, the Foundation was not granted
variance power.
Marcia produced a letter from the school board indicating their willingness to accept the donation.   However, it
would be approximately three months after the Foundation’s yearend before the actual exchange took place. An
independent appraisal placed the home’s market value at $325,000.
Marcia believed the cash should be recorded as a liability. However, since the home is a nonfinancial asset that
would be passed onto a third party, she was not sure if it should be recorded.
For HeÕs a Jolly Good Fellow — John Goodfellow, the past president of one of the largest clubs, recently retired
after 35 years of teaching. In lieu of a retirement party, he asked that friends, co-workers, and former students make
donations to the FoundationÕs scholarship fund that assists needy college-bound students. The response was
exceptionally strong. His friends sent 200 checks totaling $23,000 to his school. At the conclusion of the drive, the
school sent the checks to the Foundation for deposit into its scholarship fund.
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Marcia explained to Joseph that when the Foundation typically solicits funds for the scholarship fund, the donor
intent form states ÒAll donations to the scholarship fund are subject to the Articles of Incorporation and By Laws of
the Foundation all of which provisions are hereby incorporated by reference.Ó The variance power is fully explained
in the FoundationÕs Articles of Incorporation.
Since this money came directly from Mr. GoodfellowÕs school, the donors did not sign the standard intent form.
However, upon receipt of the money, the Foundation sent a letter to each donor stating that the Foundation would
handle the donation according to its usual policies. These policies reserved the right for the Foundation to redirect
the proceeds from the fund for an appropriate reason. Therefore, Marcia concluded that the $23,000 could be
recorded as a contribution received rather than a liability.
Presentation and Disclosure
Marcia had scheduled a meeting with Joseph to discuss the format of this yearÕs financial statements. Joseph noticed
that FAS 136, ƒ 21 — 22, provides two options for the statementÕs initial implementation, cumulative effect or
retroactive restatement. Additionally, ƒ 109 provides three methods for displaying fund raising results in the
statement of activities. Joseph realized he should be prepared to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these
alternatives.
Required Questions:
1. Joseph has experience in auditing for-profit organizations but no experience with not-for-profit organizations. In
general, to what degree will JosephÕs prior experience carry over to this engagement? Explain whether or not
you agree with JosephÕs assessment that the only new information he needs is knowledge of FAS 116, 117, and
136.
2. What are the significant risks that Joseph should be concerned with regarding the audit of the FoundationÕs
contributions received? How will these risks impact the audit approach?
3. Explain whether or not Joseph should agree with MarciaÕs positions on the accounting for the matching grants
program.
4. What conclusions should Joseph make about the ÒThis Old HouseÓ and  ÒJolly Good FellowÓ transactions?
5. Marcia has asked for an opinion regarding preparation of the statement of activities and the restatement of prior
year financials. If you were in Joseph, what would you recommend?
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A STRATEGY-FOCUSED CPA FIRM
ÒThe success of our firm didnÕt just happen.  It was planned.Ó
Charles E. Frasier, Associate Professor
Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tennessee
David Allen, Managing Partner
Allen & Young
David K. Morgan, Co-Managing Partner
Lattimore Black Morgan & Cain, P.C., Brentwood, Tennessee
INTRODUCTION
In June 1991 the partners of Allen & Young (AY) arrived for the annual PartnerÕs Retreat.  There was great
anticipation that this meeting could be a turning point for the firm.  Unlike other annual partner meetings, this
meeting was focused on the development of strategies that might lead to new products and services.  An outside
discussion leader had been engaged to encourage Òthinking outside the boxÓ and to examine nontraditional services
within a very tradition-minded profession.  At that time AY was already considered one of the highly reputable CPA
firms in the state and was considered a major competitor for traditional tax, auditing, and accounting services.  The
challenges that were issued to the firm included:  ÒWhere is the profession headed? Where do we go want to go?
How do we get there?Ó
As a backdrop to this strategic meeting, the public accounting profession was undergoing its own transition into
a multi-disciplinary environment.  Two major forces were continuing to bring dramatic change to public accounting:
(1) regulatory authorities who have been concerned about conflicts of interest in the attest function and the current
structure for self-regulation, and (2) the significant expanding opportunities available to CPAs in the marketplace.
The Public Accounting Environment
In the decade of the 1980Õs the public accounting profession, which had been considered a great bastion of tradition
and stability, experienced significant change.  Because of the cost of litigation, the uncertainty of new regulations,
and the need for competitive survival, the ÒBig EightÓ CPA firms consolidated into the ÒBig Six,Ó later to become
the ÒBig Five.Ó
The persistent economic growth of the 90Õs brought intense pressure on management of publicly-held
companies to concentrate on shareholder value. With stock values rapidly increasing, certain accounting practices
were called into question because they appeared to artificially accelerate or postpone earnings.  For example, these
practices might cause revenues to be recognized prematurely, or cause a postponement of expense recognition.
With traditional accountants accustomed to the ÒsmoothingÓ of earnings, the dynamic changes of stock valuation in
the technology sector introduced additional concerns.
Regulators also began to question a ÒcozyÓ relationship between the independent CPA auditor and company
management.  Feeding this notion were the rapidly expanding consulting and technology services offered by CPA
firms to their audit clients.  In the opinion of government regulators, the cornerstone of independence seemed
threatened.  Such pressure was brought to bear by the SEC that, in the year 2000, Big Five firms began the process
of disaggregating their highly profitable consulting sector.  Arthur Andersen and Andersen Consulting became
independent companies, with Andersen Consulting later becoming a publicly-held entity under the name Accenture.
Ernst & Young sold its consulting segment.  Effective February 5, 2001, the SEC required annual disclosure of fees
paid to auditing firms, including non-audit fees.  For example, General Electric paid its Big Five firm $23.9 million
in auditing fees and $79.7 million for other services.
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As the decade of the 80Õs closed, regulatory authorities, the AICPA, and others began to examine certain rules of
ethics, which had provided self-regulation to the accounting profession for many years. Generally, rules of ethics
originate from two sources: the AICPA and the respective state board of accountancy. Violation of AICPA ethical
guidelines may result in the revocation of membership in the AICPA, and will usually include public disclosure of
the CPAÕs name and a description of the ethical violation. Violation of state board of accountancy rules may have
more serious consequences - resulting in the revocation of the CPAÕs right to practice as a CPA.
During the 90Õs, codified rules of ethics were revised not only to accommodate a changing business
environment but, in part, to respond to a mandate from the Federal Trade Commission regarding Òfair tradeÓ
practices.  Up until the 1990Õs, the acceptance of contingent fees and commissions was generally considered
unethical conduct.  With pressure from both regulators and many CPAs, the acceptance of contingent fees and
commissions were allowed in non-attest function areas, provided that appropriate disclosure was made, and
provided that the AICPA rule did not conflict with state law.  Also, rules regarding CPA firm ownership were
changed to permit majority ownership, compared to a previous requirement of 100% CPA ownership.  Among other
benefits, this rule allows non-CPA consultants to become owners.  In 2001 Ernst & Young selected a non-CPA
marketing partner as Managing Partner of the Nashville, Tennessee office.
During the 1990Õs, the AICPA and the National Association for State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA)
approved their jointly-published Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA).  The UAA is a set of regulations to provide
uniformity to regulation of the accounting profession, especially as CPAs move across state lines.  This uniformity
was deemed necessary because each state generally issues its own set of regulations for CPAs through its state board
of accountancy.  The UAA also addressed the above-mentioned rules about contingent fees, commissions, CPA
ownership, and other issues.  Several states have incorporated a portion of the UAA in their statutory accounting
regulations.
The educational standards of students entering the accounting profession were also subjected to significant
change.  Colleges and universities, state accounting societies, and state boards of accountancy generally agreed that
the complexity of accounting standards, income tax regulations, the increased use of technology, and the demand for
increased communication skills required a stronger educational commitment of students entering the accounting
profession.  By June 2001, most states had adopted the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
initiative requiring 150 semester hours to sit for the CPA examination.  In 1991, only sixteen states had adopted the
150-hour requirement.
The increased demand for Òone-stop servicesÓ enhanced the opportunities for ÒpathfinderÓ firms to offer, not
only the traditional services of a CPA, but many other services and products generally foreign to the Òold economyÓ
CPA firms.  In 1997, the AICPA initiated its Vision Campaign to encourage a Òmarket-drivenÓ outlook in
developing additional services.  With the CPA viewed as the Òtrusted advisorÓ by clients, pathfinder firms added
such services as investment advisory services, litigation support, employee recruiting services, sales of software and
hardware, and many others.
To help identify the attributes required for the future CPA, the AICPA released its ÒCore Competency
Framework for Entry into the Accounting Profession.Ó  The competencies were segregated in the areas of functional
competencies, personal competencies, and broad business perspective competencies. The financial professional of
the 21st century must be able to think strategically and communicate strengths, weaknesses, threats, and
opportunities in evaluating alternatives.  The CPA will be asked to identify and communicate in terms of global
issues and recognize broad business risks and market-driving forces.
As the accounting profession approached the turn of the century, the Vision Project identified five major issues
that CPAs must address:
•  The future success of the CPA profession is significantly influenced by public perceptions of the CPAsÕ
abilities and roles.
• CPAs must become market driven and not dependent upon regulations to remain in business.
• The market demands less audit and accounting services and more value-added consulting services.
• Specialization is critical for the future of the CPA profession.
• The marketplace demands that CPAs become aware of international business practices and strategies.
The AICPA Vision Project identified resources needed to meet the changing demands of the new millennium.  This
introspective evaluation of the future included an examination of core values, new products and services, core
competencies, and the definition of a core purpose.  After conducting many Òfuture forumsÓ throughout the country,
the AICPA developed a database of future requirements to carry the accounting profession forward.
The core values included (1) continuing education and life-long learning, (2) competence, (3) integrity, (4)
awareness of broad business issues, and (5) objectivity.  Core services included (1) assurance and information
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integrity, (2) technology services (3) management consulting and performance management, (4) financial planning,
and (5) international planning.  Core competencies included (1) communications and leadership skills, (2) strategic
and critical thinking skills, (3) focus on the customer, client and market, (4) interpretation of converging
information, and (5) technologically adept.
Allen & Young, CPAÕs
David Allen, managing partner of the firm, was a strong proponent of aggressively pursuing new services that were
both compatible and cohesive to existing services.  Clients were asking for professional services that the firm did not
presently offer and were, therefore, reluctantly referred to other professionals.  Allen saw great potential by
expanding into these new areas.  Consequently, the June 1991 partnersÕ meeting was one of the most important
strategy sessions in the history of the firm.  After considering that Òrisk is the price you pay for opportunity,Ó the
partners decided to become more progressive in their approach to client services.
Over the next ten years, the firm embarked on a strategy of offering new products and services through new
employee additions and company acquisitions.  The partners restructured the firm by forming two major entities:
Allen & Young, P.C. and AY Financial Services, LLC.  Allen & Young, P.C. provided a structure for the original
CPA partners to share in certain new services while offering traditional accounting and tax services.  The new entity,
AY Financial Services, LLC, was formed as a majority holding company to oversee more non-traditional services
and included non-CPA owners with special expertise to develop and manage new services.  Below, the LLC
designation indicates that an LLC was formed within AY Financial Services, LLC as a subsidiary activity.  The new
services added and the dates implemented were as follows:
Date
         New Service Added
Retirement Plan Administration (LLC) 1992
Valuations/Litigation Support 1994
Payroll Services 1996




Staffing Services  (LLC) 1998
Investment Advisory Services (LLC) 1998
PEO Services  (LLC) 1998
Technology Advisory Services (LLC) 2000
Healthcare Consulting  (LLC) 2000
LIFO Services  (LLC) 2000
Merger & Acquisition Services 2000
Having begun in 1984 with five founding partners and twelve staff members, the firm increased to over 220
employees as of April 2001 with total revenues of about $20,000,000.  In 1994 the firm had approximately 50
employees with total revenues of $5,000,000.  In 1998 the firm had 160 employees with revenues of $15,500,000.
During 1997 and 1998, in response to the AICPA Vision Project, AY established its own set of core values and
goals for the firm.  The Òcore purposeÓ of the firm was established to Òuse our knowledge, experience, and
innovation to solve problems and enhance opportunities for our clients.Ó  In addition, the firm provided a framework
of six Òcore values:Ó
1. Absolute Integrity
2. Respect and Concern for Our Clients and Each Other
3. Extraordinary Competence
4. Continuous Learning and Innovation
5. High Expectations and Accountability
6. Commitment to a Balanced Quality of Life
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AY then established six ÒpositioningÓ goals to identify certain strategic objectives:
1. Market Leadership
2. Cohesive Partner Group
3. Strong Group of People
4. Loyal, Highly Successful Client Base
5. Wide Range of Industries
6. High Community Profile
As a result of its new strategic focus and its ability to attract high quality employees, the firm received numerous
awards for its growth and professional service.
DISCUSSION QUESTION ONE
Part 1
Robert Cain, a new partner at AY, arrived at the June 1991 strategy meeting with some anxiety, knowing that the
topic of discussion was ÒDo we want to be a multi-disciplinary practice?Ó   Robert had joined the firm in 1980 and
was proud of its traditional culture.  He was also aware that several partners were more progressive in their outlook.
Reconstruct major points of discussion that were likely raised during the 1991 partnersÕ meeting, including the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that faced the firm.  (Your discussion should show an awareness of
trends and limitations in the public accounting profession.)
Part 2
Ten years later, in June 2001, the partners arrive at the Executive Lodge for their annual meeting.  The firm has now
established itself as a successful multi-disciplinary practice. Discuss the challenges and opportunities that should be
addressed.
DISCUSSION QUESTION TWO
As indicated above in discussion of the public accounting environment, certain corporate accounting practices have
been subjected to close scrutiny by regulatory authorities.  Recently, several articles and speeches have addressed
the topics of Òquality of earningsÓ and Òearnings management.Ó  The SEC has raised concerns that accounting rules
are being used to justify the artificial postponement of earnings or the acceleration of earnings.  Discuss ways in
which companies might apply certain accounting methods or interpret accounting standards to enhance a financial
reporting objective.
DISCUSSION QUESTION THREE
AY has recently installed a sophisticated FASTBOOKS accounting system at Moore Enterprises, Inc.  The
engagement generated fees to AY totaling $225,000.  (AY was also paid a 10% commission by FASTBOOKS.)
Moore, experiencing some cash flow problems, was allowed to pay for the services over one year, paying 25% at the
end of each calendar quarter.  After making two payments, Moore receives a request for audited financial statements
from First National Bank, a major lender to the company.  First National Bank is very well acquainted with the
quality of work of AY and requests that AY conduct the audit.  Within a week, AY submits a proposal for the audit
and estimates the audit fee at $150,000.  Discuss the ethical and professional issues related to this audit proposal.
DISCUSSION QUESTION FOUR
AY is evaluating a possible revision in its compensation plan.  Currently, all employees are given annual raises
effective September 1 of each year, following the close of its June 30 fiscal year.  Employee bonuses are paid on
September 1.  The firm does not pay overtime.  A Compensation Committee, consisting of four partners, determines
all salary increases and bonuses.  Firm statistics are made available to each of the four partners to help quantify and
measure the effectiveness of each employee.  Chargeable hours, realization rate, client development, overall loyalty
and attitude, evaluation of overall client satisfaction, and employee self-evaluations are the primary factors used in
determining raises and bonuses.  Bonuses generally range from zero to 12%, with most employees receiving a 5%
bonus.
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The firm is considering two other approaches in revising employee compensation:
1. Discontinue the bonus plan and pay overtime at straight time (base salary converted to an hourly rate).
Overtime is defined as weekly hours in excess of forty hours.  The first forty hours of overtime would be
ÒpaidÓ in the form of Òcomp time,Ó which is time off with pay.
2. Revise the bonus plan to be more objective by establishing a minimum number of chargeable hours.  The
bonus is to be paid on the excess of chargeable hours over 1,750, with the bonus equal to 50% of the
employeeÕs billing rate for hours in excess of 1,750.  All chargeable hours are required to be billed and
collected.  (See financial statement information below for the billing rate multiple.)
Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each method, including the current compensation plan.  Realizing that
the employer and employee may have different objectives in the formulation of the plan, your answer should
indicate the pros and cons from the viewpoint of both parties.
DISCUSSION QUESTION FIVE
AY is preparing its annual budget for the upcoming fiscal year and believes the income statement (accrual basis) and
balance sheet will generally follow the percentage relationships listed below.  The firm employs 20 administrative
employees who each average 200 chargeable hours per year that are eventually collected from clients.  The
chargeable time for each professional employee (200 total professional employees) averages about 1,400 hours per
year, with 80% of these chargeable hours being realized in actual collections.
 From the statistics and ratios shown below, prepare the budgeted income statement and balance sheet.
1. Liabilities, 10% of net fees
2. OwnersÕ equity, 27% of net fees
3. Accounts receivable % of net fees, 19%
4. Unbilled receivables as % of net fees, 7%
5. Billing rate as multiple of salary, 3.5
6. Net fees realized per charged hour, $90
7. As % of net fees:
A. Salaries of professionals, excluding owners  33%
B. Salaries other, excluding owners  7%
C. Employee benefits,  4%
D. Office rent, 5%; avg sq ft per person, 350; cost per sq ft, $16
E. Dues, library, CPE[education] , 2%
F. Technology, hardware and software (3-year life), 5%
G. Promotion and marketing, 4%
H. Total expenses, 70%
I. Profit available for owners, 30%
Revenue ratios:
8. Audit fees as % of net fees, 30%
9. Tax services as % of net fees,, 20%
10. Consulting services as % of net fees, 21%
11. Other revenues, 29%
Additional information:
1. Use ÒCash and other assetsÓ as the balancing asset category.
2. Depreciate the costs of Òtechnology, hardware and softwareÓ
3. Use ÒOther expensesÓ as a ÒplugÓ number on the income statement.
4. Disregard income taxes.
